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Important features in non-central heavy-ion collisions
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Vorticity → Global Polarization

• Vortical or QCD spin-orbit: Lambda and Anti-Lambda spins 
aligned with L

particle antiparticle

Orbital angular momentum is transferred 
to particle spin 
Particles’ and anti-particles’ spins are aligned 
along angular momentum, L  

Magnetic field align particle’s spin 
Particles’ and antiparticles’ spins are aligned in 
opposite direction along B due to the opposite 
sign of magnetic moment 
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Abstract: Produced partons have large local relative orbital angular momentum along the direction opposite to the reaction plane in the early stage
of non-central heavy-ion collisions. Parton scattering is shown to polarize quarks along the same direction due to spin-orbital coupling. Such global
quark polarization will lead to many observable consequences, such as left-right asymmetry of hadron spectra, global transverse polarization of
thermal photons, dileptons and hadrons. Hadrons from the decay of polarized resonances will have azimuthal asymmetry similar to the elliptic flow.
Global hyperon polarization is predicted within different hadronization scenarios and can be easily tested.
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Abstract: In this short note I speculate on some consequences of the high energy collision picture in which the orbital angular momentum of the
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Produced particles will be “globally” polarized along L and B. 
B might be studied by particle-antiparticle difference. 
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Parity-violating weak decay of hyperons (“self-analyzing”)

Daughter baryon is preferentially emitted in the direction  
of hyperon’s spin (opposite for anti-particle)

(BR: 63.9%, cτ~7.9 cm)
⇤ ! p+ ⇡�

PH: hyperon polarization 
θ*: polar angle of daughter relative to the polarization direction  
     in hyperon rest frame 
αH: hyperon decay parameter 

p

π -

PΛ

θ

slope=αHPH

-1 0 1
cosθ

dcosθ
dN

dN

d cos ✓⇤
/ 1 + ↵HPH cos ✓⇤
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-
Note: αH for Λ recently updated (BESⅢ and CLAS) 
αΛ=0.732±0.014, αΛ=-0.758±0.012

P.A. Zyla et al. (PDG), Prog.Theor.Exp.Phys.2020.083C01

* All plots in this talk are based on αΛ=-αΛ=0.64±0.013
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Ψ1: azimuthal angle of b 
φp*: φ of daughter proton in Λ rest frame

Angular momentum direction can be determined by 
spectator deflection (spectators deflect outwards) 
    S. Voloshin and TN, PRC94.021901(R)(2016)

Projection onto the transverse plane

PH =
8

⇡↵H

hsin( 1 � �⇤
p)i

Res( 1) STAR, PRC76, 024915 (2007)
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GLOBAL POLARIZATION OF ! HYPERONS IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 98, 014910 (2018)
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FIG. 2. Invariant mass distributions of the (p, π−) system for !

(a) and of the (p̄, π+) system for !̄ (b) in the 30–40% centrality bin for
2014 data. Bold solid lines show the background distribution obtained
by a linear fitting function, and dashed lines show the background
from mixed events. Shaded areas show the extracted signal after the
background subtraction using the fitting function.

the TOF detector, like in our previous publication [33]. Charged
pions and protons were selected by requiring the track to
be within three standard deviations (3σ ) from their peaks
in the normalized dE/dx distribution. If the track had TOF
hit information, then a constraint based on the square of the
measured mass was required. If the TOF information was not
available, then an additional cut based on dE/dx was applied,
requiring pions (protons) to be 3σ away from the proton (pion)
peak in the normalized dE/dx distribution.

The invariant mass, Minv, was calculated using candi-
dates for the daughter tracks. To reduce the combinatorial
background, selection criteria based on the following decay
topology parameters were used:

(i) Distance of the closest approach (DCA) between
daughter tracks and the primary vertex,

(ii) DCA between reconstructed trajectories of ! (!̄)
candidates and the primary vertex,

(iii) DCA between two daughter tracks, and
(iv) Decay length of ! (!̄) candidates.

Furthermore ! (!̄) candidates were required to point away
from the primary vertex. Cuts on the decay topology were
adjusted, depending on the collision centrality, to account for
the variation of the combinatorial background with centrality.
The background level relative to the ! (!̄) signal in the ! mass
region falls below 30% at maximum in this analysis. Finally, !
and !̄ with 0.5 < pT < 6 GeV/c and |η| < 1 were analyzed
in this study.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributions for ! and !̄
in the 10–80% centrality bin for 2014 data as an example. The
combinatorial background under the ! peak was estimated
by fitting the off-peak region with a linear function, and by
the event mixing technique [36], shown in Fig. 2 as solid and
dashed lines, respectively.

D. Polarization measurement

As mentioned in Sec. I, the global polarization can be
measured via analysis of the azimuthal distribution of daughter
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FIG. 3. ⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩ as a function of the invariant mass for !

(a) and !̄ (b) in the 10–80% centrality bin for 2014 data. Solid and
dashed lines show the fitting function for actual fit range, Eq. (3), with
two different background assumptions.

protons in the ! rest frame relative to the reaction plane.
As mentioned in Sec. III A, the first-order event plane "1
determined by the spectator fragments was used in this analysis
as an estimator of the reaction plane. The sideward deflection
of the spectators allows us to know the direction of the initial
angular momentum. Taking into account the experimental
resolution of the event plane, the polarization projected onto
the direction of the system global angular momentum can be
obtained by [13]:

PH = 8
παH

!
sin

"
"obs

1 − φ∗
p

#$

Res("1)
, (2)

where αH are the decay parameters of ! (α!) and !̄ (α!̄),
α! = −α!̄ = 0.642 ± 0.013 [35]. The angle φ∗

p denotes the
azimuthal angle of the daughter proton in the ! rest frame.
The Res("1) is the resolution of the first-order event plane.
Two different techniques were used to extract the polarization
signal ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩: the invariant mass method and the event
plane method, both of which are often used in flow analyses
[3,37].

In the invariant mass method [36,37], the mean value of
the sine term in Eq. (2) was measured as a function of the
invariant mass. Since the ! particles and background cannot be
separated on an event-by-event basis, the observed polarization
signal is the sum of the signal and background:

⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩obs = (1 − f Bg(Minv))⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg

+ f Bg(Minv)⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩Bg, (3)

where f Bg(Minv) is the background fraction at the invariant
massMinv. The term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg is the polarization signal
for ! (!̄), where the term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg is the background
contribution, which is in general expected to be zero, but could
be nonzero, for example, due to misidentification of particles
or errors in track reconstruction. The data were fitted with
Eq. (3) to extract the polarization signal. Since the shape of
the background as a function of invariant mass is unknown,
two assumptions concerning the background contribution were
tested: a linear function over Minv (⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg = α +
βMinv) and zero background contribution (α = 0, β = 0).
Figure 3 shows the observed ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩ as a function of
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the TOF detector, like in our previous publication [33]. Charged
pions and protons were selected by requiring the track to
be within three standard deviations (3σ ) from their peaks
in the normalized dE/dx distribution. If the track had TOF
hit information, then a constraint based on the square of the
measured mass was required. If the TOF information was not
available, then an additional cut based on dE/dx was applied,
requiring pions (protons) to be 3σ away from the proton (pion)
peak in the normalized dE/dx distribution.

The invariant mass, Minv, was calculated using candi-
dates for the daughter tracks. To reduce the combinatorial
background, selection criteria based on the following decay
topology parameters were used:

(i) Distance of the closest approach (DCA) between
daughter tracks and the primary vertex,

(ii) DCA between reconstructed trajectories of ! (!̄)
candidates and the primary vertex,

(iii) DCA between two daughter tracks, and
(iv) Decay length of ! (!̄) candidates.

Furthermore ! (!̄) candidates were required to point away
from the primary vertex. Cuts on the decay topology were
adjusted, depending on the collision centrality, to account for
the variation of the combinatorial background with centrality.
The background level relative to the ! (!̄) signal in the ! mass
region falls below 30% at maximum in this analysis. Finally, !
and !̄ with 0.5 < pT < 6 GeV/c and |η| < 1 were analyzed
in this study.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributions for ! and !̄
in the 10–80% centrality bin for 2014 data as an example. The
combinatorial background under the ! peak was estimated
by fitting the off-peak region with a linear function, and by
the event mixing technique [36], shown in Fig. 2 as solid and
dashed lines, respectively.

D. Polarization measurement

As mentioned in Sec. I, the global polarization can be
measured via analysis of the azimuthal distribution of daughter
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protons in the ! rest frame relative to the reaction plane.
As mentioned in Sec. III A, the first-order event plane "1
determined by the spectator fragments was used in this analysis
as an estimator of the reaction plane. The sideward deflection
of the spectators allows us to know the direction of the initial
angular momentum. Taking into account the experimental
resolution of the event plane, the polarization projected onto
the direction of the system global angular momentum can be
obtained by [13]:

PH = 8
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where αH are the decay parameters of ! (α!) and !̄ (α!̄),
α! = −α!̄ = 0.642 ± 0.013 [35]. The angle φ∗

p denotes the
azimuthal angle of the daughter proton in the ! rest frame.
The Res("1) is the resolution of the first-order event plane.
Two different techniques were used to extract the polarization
signal ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩: the invariant mass method and the event
plane method, both of which are often used in flow analyses
[3,37].

In the invariant mass method [36,37], the mean value of
the sine term in Eq. (2) was measured as a function of the
invariant mass. Since the ! particles and background cannot be
separated on an event-by-event basis, the observed polarization
signal is the sum of the signal and background:

⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩obs = (1 − f Bg(Minv))⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg

+ f Bg(Minv)⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩Bg, (3)

where f Bg(Minv) is the background fraction at the invariant
massMinv. The term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg is the polarization signal
for ! (!̄), where the term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg is the background
contribution, which is in general expected to be zero, but could
be nonzero, for example, due to misidentification of particles
or errors in track reconstruction. The data were fitted with
Eq. (3) to extract the polarization signal. Since the shape of
the background as a function of invariant mass is unknown,
two assumptions concerning the background contribution were
tested: a linear function over Minv (⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg = α +
βMinv) and zero background contribution (α = 0, β = 0).
Figure 3 shows the observed ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩ as a function of
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FIG. 2. Invariant mass distributions of the (p, π−) system for !

(a) and of the (p̄, π+) system for !̄ (b) in the 30–40% centrality bin for
2014 data. Bold solid lines show the background distribution obtained
by a linear fitting function, and dashed lines show the background
from mixed events. Shaded areas show the extracted signal after the
background subtraction using the fitting function.

the TOF detector, like in our previous publication [33]. Charged
pions and protons were selected by requiring the track to
be within three standard deviations (3σ ) from their peaks
in the normalized dE/dx distribution. If the track had TOF
hit information, then a constraint based on the square of the
measured mass was required. If the TOF information was not
available, then an additional cut based on dE/dx was applied,
requiring pions (protons) to be 3σ away from the proton (pion)
peak in the normalized dE/dx distribution.

The invariant mass, Minv, was calculated using candi-
dates for the daughter tracks. To reduce the combinatorial
background, selection criteria based on the following decay
topology parameters were used:

(i) Distance of the closest approach (DCA) between
daughter tracks and the primary vertex,

(ii) DCA between reconstructed trajectories of ! (!̄)
candidates and the primary vertex,

(iii) DCA between two daughter tracks, and
(iv) Decay length of ! (!̄) candidates.

Furthermore ! (!̄) candidates were required to point away
from the primary vertex. Cuts on the decay topology were
adjusted, depending on the collision centrality, to account for
the variation of the combinatorial background with centrality.
The background level relative to the ! (!̄) signal in the ! mass
region falls below 30% at maximum in this analysis. Finally, !
and !̄ with 0.5 < pT < 6 GeV/c and |η| < 1 were analyzed
in this study.

Figure 2 shows the invariant mass distributions for ! and !̄
in the 10–80% centrality bin for 2014 data as an example. The
combinatorial background under the ! peak was estimated
by fitting the off-peak region with a linear function, and by
the event mixing technique [36], shown in Fig. 2 as solid and
dashed lines, respectively.

D. Polarization measurement

As mentioned in Sec. I, the global polarization can be
measured via analysis of the azimuthal distribution of daughter
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FIG. 3. ⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩ as a function of the invariant mass for !

(a) and !̄ (b) in the 10–80% centrality bin for 2014 data. Solid and
dashed lines show the fitting function for actual fit range, Eq. (3), with
two different background assumptions.

protons in the ! rest frame relative to the reaction plane.
As mentioned in Sec. III A, the first-order event plane "1
determined by the spectator fragments was used in this analysis
as an estimator of the reaction plane. The sideward deflection
of the spectators allows us to know the direction of the initial
angular momentum. Taking into account the experimental
resolution of the event plane, the polarization projected onto
the direction of the system global angular momentum can be
obtained by [13]:

PH = 8
παH

!
sin

"
"obs

1 − φ∗
p

#$

Res("1)
, (2)

where αH are the decay parameters of ! (α!) and !̄ (α!̄),
α! = −α!̄ = 0.642 ± 0.013 [35]. The angle φ∗

p denotes the
azimuthal angle of the daughter proton in the ! rest frame.
The Res("1) is the resolution of the first-order event plane.
Two different techniques were used to extract the polarization
signal ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩: the invariant mass method and the event
plane method, both of which are often used in flow analyses
[3,37].

In the invariant mass method [36,37], the mean value of
the sine term in Eq. (2) was measured as a function of the
invariant mass. Since the ! particles and background cannot be
separated on an event-by-event basis, the observed polarization
signal is the sum of the signal and background:

⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩obs = (1 − f Bg(Minv))⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg

+ f Bg(Minv)⟨sin("1 − φ∗
p )⟩Bg, (3)

where f Bg(Minv) is the background fraction at the invariant
massMinv. The term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Sg is the polarization signal
for ! (!̄), where the term ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg is the background
contribution, which is in general expected to be zero, but could
be nonzero, for example, due to misidentification of particles
or errors in track reconstruction. The data were fitted with
Eq. (3) to extract the polarization signal. Since the shape of
the background as a function of invariant mass is unknown,
two assumptions concerning the background contribution were
tested: a linear function over Minv (⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩Bg = α +
βMinv) and zero background contribution (α = 0, β = 0).
Figure 3 shows the observed ⟨sin("1 − φ∗

p )⟩ as a function of
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7

transfer coe�cient C was determined by the usual
quantum-mechanical angular momentum addition rules
and Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients, as the spin vector would
not change under a change of frame. Surprisingly, this
holds in the relativistic case provided that the coe�cient
C is independent of the dynamics, as it is shown in Ap-
pendix A. In this case, C is independent of Lorentz fac-
tors � or � of the daughter particles in the rest frame of
the parent, unlike naively expected. This feature makes
C a simple rational number in all cases where the conser-
vation laws fully constrain it. The polarization transfer
coe�cients C of several important baryons decaying to ⇤s
are reported in table (I) and their calculation described
in detail in Appendix A.

Taking the feed-down into account, the measured mean
⇤ spin vector along the angular momentum direction can
then be expressed as:

S⇤,meas
⇤ =

X

R

⇥
f⇤RC⇤R � 1

3f⌃0RC⌃0R

⇤
S⇤
R. (37)

This formula accounts for direct feed-down of a particle-
resonance R to a ⇤, as well as the two-step decay R !
⌃0 ! ⇤; these are the only significant feed-down paths
to a ⇤. In the eq.( 37), f⇤R (f⌃0R) is the fraction of

measured ⇤’s coming from R ! ⇤ (R ! ⌃0 ! ⇤).
The spin transfer to the ⇤ in the direct decay is denoted
C⇤R, while C⌃0R represents the spin transfer from R to
the daughter ⌃0. The explicit factor of � 1

3 is the spin
transfer coe�cient from the ⌃0 to the daughter ⇤ from
the decay ⌃0 ! ⇤+ �.

In terms of polarization (see eq. (14)):

P
meas
⇤ = 2

X

R

⇥
f⇤RC⇤R � 1

3f⌃0RC⌃0R

⇤
SRPR (38)

where SR is the spin of the particle R. The sums in equa-
tions (37) and (38) are understood to include terms for
the contribution of primary ⇤s and ⌃0s. These equations
are readily extended to include additional multiple-step
decay chains that terminate in a ⇤ daughter, although
such contributions would be very small.

Therefore, in the limit of small polarization, the polar-
izations of measured (including primary as well as sec-
ondary) ⇤ and ⇤ are linearly related to the mean (co-
moving) thermal vorticity and magnetic field according
to eq. (31) or eq. (14), and these physical quantities may
be extracted from measurement as:

0

BB@

$c

Bc/T

1

CCA =

2

664

2
3

P
R

�
f⇤R C⇤R � 1

3f⌃0R C⌃0R

�
SR(SR + 1) 2

3

P
R

�
f⇤R C⇤R � 1

3f⌃0R C⌃0R

�
(SR + 1)µR

2
3

P

R

�
f⇤R C⇤R � 1

3f⌃
0
R
C

⌃
0
R

�
SR(SR + 1) 2

3

P

R

�
f⇤R C⇤R � 1

3f⌃
0
R
C

⌃
0
R

�
(SR + 1)µR

3

775

�10

BB@

P
meas
⇤

P
meas
⇤

1

CCA .

(39)

In the eq. (39), R stands for antibaryons that feed down
into measured ⇤s. The polarization transfer is the same
for baryons and antibaryons (C⇤R = C⇤R) and the mag-
netic moment has opposite sign (µR = �µR).

According to the THERMUS model [42], tuned to
reproduce semi-central Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN =

19.6 GeV, fewer than 25% of measured ⇤s and ⇤s are
primary, while more than 60% may be attributed to feed-
down from primary ⌃⇤, ⌃0 and ⌅ baryons.

The remaining ⇠ 15% come from small contribu-
tions from a large number higher-lying resonances such
as ⇤(1405),⇤(1520),⇤(1600),⌃(1660) and ⌃(1670). We
find that, for B = 0, their contributions to the measured
⇤ polarization largely cancel each other, due to alternat-
ing signs of the polarization transfer factors. Their net
e↵ect, then, is essentially a 15% “dilution,” contribut-
ing ⇤s to the measurement with no e↵ective polarization.
Since the magnetic moments of these baryons are unmea-
sured, it is not clear what their contribution to P⇤meas

would be when B 6= 0. However, it is reasonable to as-
sume it would be small, as the signs of both the transfer
coe�cients and the magnetic moments will fluctuate.

Accounting for feed-down is crucial for quantitative es-

timates of vorticity and magnetic field based on exper-
imental measurements of the global polarization of hy-
perons, as we illustrate with an example, using

p
sNN =

19.6 GeV THERMUS feed-down probabilities. Let us as-
sume that the thermal vorticity is $ = 0.1 and the mag-
netic field isB = 0. In this case, according to eq. (15), the
primary hyperon polarizations are P prim

⇤ = P
prim

⇤
= 0.05.

However, the measured polarizations would be P
meas
⇤ =

0.0395 and P
meas
⇤

= 0.0383. The two measured values
di↵er because the finite baryochemical potential at these
energies leads to slightly di↵erent feed-down fractions for
baryons and anti-baryons.

Hence, failing to account for feed-down when using
equation 15 would lead to a ⇠ 20% underestimate of the
thermal vorticity. Even more importantly, if the splitting
between ⇤ and ⇤ polarizations were attributed entirely
to magnetic e↵ects (i.e. if one neglected to account for
feed-down e↵ects), equation (34) would yield an erro-
neous estimate B ⇡ �0.015m2

⇡. This erroneous estimate
has roughly the magnitude of the magnetic field expected
in heavy ion collisions, but points the in the “wrong” di-
rection, i.e. opposite the vorticity. In other words, in the
absence of feed-down e↵ects, a magnetic field is expected

Becattini, Karpenko, Lisa, Upsal, and Voloshin, PRC95.054902 (2017)

CΛR : coefficient of spin transfer from parent R to Λ 
SR   : parent particle’s spin  
fΛR  : fraction of Λ originating from parent R 
μR  : magnetic moment of particle R

Primary Λ polarization will be diluted by 15%-20% 
(model-dependent) 
This also suggests that the polarization of daughter particles  
can be used to measure the polarization of its parent! e.g. Ξ, Ω

S⇤
⇤ = CS⇤

R

~60% of measured Λ are feed-down from Σ*→Λπ, Σ0→Λγ, Ξ→Λπ 

Polarization of parent particle R is transferred to its daughter Λ 
(Polarization transfer could be negative!)

BECATTINI, KARPENKO, LISA, UPSAL, AND VOLOSHIN PHYSICAL REVIEW C 95, 054902 (2017)

where mp is the proton mass, and !P prim ≡ P
prim
" − P

prim
"

is the difference in polarization of primary " and ". An
(absolute) difference in the polarization of primary "’s of
0.1% then would correspond to a magnetic field of the order of
∼10−2m2

π , well within the range of theoretical estimates [37–
39]. However, we warn that Eq. (35) should not be applied to
experimental measurements without a detailed accounting for
polarized feed-down effects, which are discussed in Sec. VI.

Finally, we note that a small difference between " and
"̄ polarization could also be from the finite baryon chemical
potential making the factor (1 − nF ) in Eq. (21) different for
particles and antiparticles; this Fermi statistics effect might be
relevant only at low collision energies.

V. SPIN ALIGNMENT OF VECTOR MESONS

The global polarization of vector mesons, such as φ or
K∗, can be accessed via the so-called spin alignment [40,41].
Parity is conserved in the strong decays of those particles
and, as a consequence, the daughter particle distribution is the
same for the states Sz = ±1. In fact, it is different for the state
Sz = 0, and this fact can be used to determine a polarization
of the parent particle. By referring to Eq. (13), in the thermal
approach the deviation of the probability for the state Sz = 0
from 1/3, is only of the second order in ϖ :

p0 = 1
1 + 2 cosh ϖc

≈ 1
3 + ϖ 2

c
≈ 1

3

!
1 − ϖ 2

c

"
3
#
, (36)

which could make this measurement difficult. Similarly diffi-
cult will be the detection of the global polarization with the
help of other strong decay channels, e.g., proposed in Ref. [42].

VI. ACCOUNTING FOR DECAYS

According to Eq. (31) [or, in the nonrelativistic limit,
Eqs. (15)–(18)], the polarization of primary " hyperons
provides a measurement of the (comoving) thermal vorticity
and the (comoving) magnetic field of the system that emits
them. However, only a fraction of all detected " and "̄
hyperons are produced directly at the hadronization stage
and are thus primary. Indeed, a large fraction thereof stems
from decays of heavier particles and one should correct
for feed-down from higher-lying resonances when trying to
extract information about the vorticity and the magnetic field
from the measurement of polarization. Particularly, the most
important feed-down channels involve the strong decays of
&∗ → " + π , the electromagnetic decay &0 → " + γ , and
the weak decay ( → " + π .

When polarized particles decay, their daughters are them-
selves polarized because of angular momentum conservation.
The amount of polarization which is inherited by the daughter
particle, or transferred from the parent to the daughter, in
general depends on the momentum of the daughter in the rest
frame of the parent. As long as one is interested in the mean,
momentum-integrated, spin vector in the rest frame, a simple
linear rule applies (see Appendix), that is,

S∗
D = CS∗

P , (37)

TABLE I. Polarization transfer factors C [see Eq. (37)] for
important decays X → "(&)π

Decay C

Parity conserving: 1/2+ → 1/2+ 0− −1/3
Parity conserving: 1/2− → 1/2+ 0− 1
Parity conserving: 3/2+ → 1/2+ 0− 1/3
Parity-conserving: 3/2− → 1/2+ 0− −1/5
(0 → " + π 0 +0.900
(− → " + π− +0.927
&0 → " + γ −1/3

where P is the parent particle, D the daughter, and C a
coefficient whose expression (see Appendix) may or may
not depend on the dynamical amplitudes. In many two-body
decays, the conservation laws constrain the final state to
such an extent that the coefficient C is independent of the
dynamical matrix elements. This happens, e.g., in the strong
decay &∗(1385) → "π and the electromagnetic &0 → "γ
decay, whereas it does not in ( → "π decays, which is a
weak decay.

If the decay products have small momenta compared to
their masses, one would expect that the spin transfer coefficient
C was determined by the usual quantum-mechanical angular
momentum addition rules and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
as the spin vector would not change under a change of frame.
Surprisingly, this holds in the relativistic case provided that
the coefficient C is independent of the dynamics, as it is
shown in Appendix. In this case, C is independent of Lorentz
factors β or γ of the daughter particles in the rest frame of the
parent, unlike naively expected. This feature makes C a simple
rational number in all cases where the conservation laws fully
constrain it. The polarization transfer coefficients C of several
important baryons decaying to "s are reported in Table I and
their calculation described in detail in Appendix.

Taking the feed-down into account, the measured mean "
spin vector along the angular momentum direction can then be
expressed as

S∗,meas
" =

$

R

%
f"RC"R − 1

3
f&0RC&0R

&
S∗

R. (38)

This formula accounts for direct feed-down of a particle-
resonance R to a ", as well as the two-step decay R → &0 →
"; these are the only significant feed-down paths to a ". In
Eq. (38), f"R (f&0R) is the fraction of measured "’s coming
from R → " (R → &0 → "). The spin transfer to the " in
the direct decay is denoted C"R , while C&0R represents the
spin transfer from R to the daughter &0. The explicit factor of
− 1

3 is the spin transfer coefficient from the &0 to the daughter
" from the decay &0 → " + γ .

In terms of polarization [see Eq. (15)],

P meas
" = 2

$

R

%
f"RC"R − 1

3
f&0RC&0R

&
SRPR, (39)

where SR is the spin of the particle R. The sums in Eqs. (38)
and (39) are understood to include terms for the contribution of
primary "s and &0s. These equations are readily extended to
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Global polarization of ! hyperons as a
function of ! pseudorapidity η!. Symbol keys are the same as in
Fig. 3. A constant line fit to these data points yields P! = (2.8 ±
9.6) × 10−3 with χ 2/ndf = 6.5/10 for Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =

200 GeV (centrality region 20–70%), and P! = (1.9 ± 8.0) × 10−3

with χ 2/ndf = 14.3/10 for Au+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV
(centrality region 0–80%). Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

Figure 4 presents the ! hyperon global polarization as a
function of ! pseudorapidity η!. The symbol keys for the data
points are the same as in Fig. 3. Note that the scale is different
from the one in Fig. 3. The pt -integrated global polarization
result is dominated by the region p!

t < 3 GeV/c, where the
measurements are consistent with zero (see Fig. 3). The solid
lines in Fig. 4 indicate constant fits to the experimental data:
P! = (2.8 ± 9.6) × 10−3 with χ2/ndf = 6.5/10 for Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV (centrality region 20–70%) and

P! = (1.9 ± 8.0) × 10−3 with χ2/ndf = 14.3/10 for Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV (centrality region 0–80%).

The lines associated with each of the two beam energies are
almost indistinguishable from zero within the resolution of
the plot. The results for the ! hyperon global polarization as
a function of η! within the STAR acceptance are consistent
with zero.

Figure 5 presents the ! hyperon global polarization as a
function of centrality given as a fraction of the total inelastic
hadronic cross section. Within the statistical uncertainties we
observe no centrality dependence of the ! global polarization.

The statistics for !̄ hyperons are smaller than those for !
hyperons by 40% (20%) for Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =

62.4 (200) GeV. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the results for the
!̄ hyperon global polarization as a function of !̄ transverse
momentum, pseudorapidity, and centrality (the symbol keys
for the data points are the same as in Figs. 3–5). Again, no
deviation from zero has been observed within statistical errors.
The constant line fits for the !̄ hyperon global polarization give
P!̄ = (1.8 ± 10.8) × 10−3 with χ2/ndf = 5.5/10 for Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV (centrality region 20–70%)

and P!̄ = (−17.6 ± 11.1) × 10−3 with χ2/ndf = 8.0/10 for
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV (centrality region

0–80%).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Global polarization of ! hyperons as a
function of centrality given as a fraction of the total inelastic hadronic
cross section. Symbol keys are the same as in Fig. 3. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown.

C. Acceptance effects and systematic uncertainties

The derivation of Eq. (3) assumes a perfect reconstruction
acceptance for hyperons. For the case of an imperfect detector,
we similarly consider the average of ⟨sin(φ∗

p − %RP)⟩ but
take into account the fact that the integral over the solid
angle d&∗

p = dφ∗
p sin θ∗

pdθ∗
p of the hyperon decay baryon

three-momentum p∗
p in the hyperon rest frame is affected by

detector acceptance:

⟨sin(φ∗
p − %RP)⟩ =

!
d&∗

p

4π

dφH

2π
A(pH , p∗

p)
! 2π

0

d%RP

2π

× sin(φ∗
p − %RP)[1 + αHPH (pH ; %RP)

× sin θ∗
p sin(φ∗

p − %RP)]. (5)

Here pH is the hyperon three-momentum, and A(pH , p∗
p) is a

function to account for detector acceptance. The integral of this
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Global polarization of !̄ hyperons as a
function of !̄ transverse momentum p!̄

t . Symbol keys are the same
as in Fig. 3. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 62.4 and 200 GeV in 2004 
with very limited statistics (~9M events)
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directed flow is of the same order of magnitude as for
charged particles (!10%), the effect of such interference is
negligible (!1%) in the ! and !̄ hyperon global polarization
measurement [26]. It is possible that because of both the
hyperon reconstruction procedure and the imperfection of the
reaction plane determination, the higher harmonics of hyperon
anisotropic flow (i.e., elliptic flow) will also contribute, but
these are higher order corrections than those from hyperon
directed flow.

To check the analysis code, Monte Carlo simulations with
sizable linear transverse momentum dependence of hyperon
global polarization and hydrodynamic pH

t spectra were per-
formed. Both the sign and magnitude of the reconstructed
polarization agreed with the input values within statistical
uncertainties.

The measurement could be affected by other systematic
effects. Most of them are similar to those present in an
anisotropic flow analysis, with the most significant one coming
from the determination of the event plane vector and its
resolution. In calculating the reaction plane resolution, we
used the random subevent technique [6], as well as the
mixed harmonic method [6,10,27] with the second-order event
plane determined from TPC tracks. The mixed harmonic
method is known to be effective in suppressing a wide
range of nonflow effects (short-range correlations, effects of
momentum conservation [28], etc.).

To suppress the contribution to the global polarization
measurement from nonflow effects (mainly due to momentum
conservation) the combination of both east and west forward
TPC event plane vectors was used. The contribution from
other few-particle correlations (i.e., resonances, jets, etc.) was
estimated by comparing the results obtained from correlations
using positive or negative particles to determine the reaction
plane. Uncertainties related to the dependence of tracking
efficiency (in particular, charged particle and ! (!̄) hyperon
reconstruction efficiency) on azimuthal angle were estimated
by comparing the results obtained with different magnetic
field settings and also with event plane vectors determined
from positively or negatively charged particles. The magnitude
of nonflow correlations is multiplicity dependent, and its
contribution to anisotropic flow measurement increases with
collision centrality. The average uncertainty due to the reaction
plane reconstruction is estimated to be 30%.

All uncertainties discussed in Secs. II A and II C are relative.
Table I summarizes systematic errors in the global polarization
measurement. Although some of the systematic uncertainty
contributions may be expected to be correlated, we have
conservatively combined all contributions by linear summation
to arrive at an upper limit for the total systematic uncertainty.
The overall relative uncertainty in the ! (!̄) hyperon global

TABLE I. Summary of systematic uncertainties of the
! (!̄) global polarization measurement. See Secs. II A
and II C for details.

Source of uncertainty Value

Decay parameter α!,!̄ error 2%
Background, K0

S contamination 8%
Multistrange feed-down 15%
#0 feed-down 30%
PH (φH − %RP) dependence (A2 term) 20%
Reaction plane uncertainty 30%
Hyperon anisotropic flow contribution !1%
Hyperon spin precession !0.1%

Total uncertainty (sum) 105%

polarization measurement due to detector effects is estimated
to be less than a factor of 2.

Taking all these possible correction factors into account
and considering that our measurements are consistent with
zero with statistical error of about 0.01, our results suggest
that the global ! and !̄ polarizations are !0.02 in magnitude.

III. CONCLUSION

The ! and !̄ hyperon global polarization has been
measured in Au+Au collisions at center-of-mass energies√

sNN = 62.4 and 200 GeV with the STAR detector at RHIC.
An upper limit of |P!,!̄| ! 0.02 for the global polarization of
! and !̄ hyperons within the STAR detector acceptance is
obtained. This upper limit is far below the few tens of percent
values discussed in Ref. [1], but it falls within the predicted
region from the more realistic calculations [4] based on the
HTL model.
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Figure 4: The average polarization PH (where H=L or L) from 20-50% central Au+Au collisions

is plotted as a function of collision energy. The results of the present study (
p

sNN < 40 GeV)

are shown together with those reported earlier6 for 62.4 and 200 GeV collisions, for which only

statistical errors are plotted. Boxes indicate systematic uncertainties.

(⇠ 3.5%).

The fluid vorticity may be estimated from the data using the hydrodynamic relation22

w = kBT
�
P L0 +P L0

�
/~, (3)

where T is the temperature of the fluid at the moment when particles are emitted from it. The

subscripts (L0 and L0) in equation 3 indicate that these polarizations are for “primary” hyperons

emitted directly from the fluid. However, most of the L and L hyperons at these collision ener-

9

STAR, Nature 548, 62 (2017) Positive polarization signal at lower energies! 
- PH looks to increase in lower energies 

Hint of the difference between Λ and anti-Λ PH  
- Effect of the initial magnetic field? (discuss later) 

Becattini, Karpenko, Lisa, Upsal, and Voloshin,  
PRC95.054902 (2017)

P⇤ ' 1

2

!

T
+

µ⇤B

T

P⇤̄ ' 1

2

!

T
� µ⇤B

T

(T=160 MeV)

! = (P⇤ + P⇤̄)kBT/~
⇠ 0.02-0.09 fm�1

⇠ 0.6-2.7⇥ 1022s�1

μΛ: Λ magnetic moment 
T: temperature at thermal equilibrium- The most vortical fluid!
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STAR, PRC98, 014910 (2018)
GLOBAL POLARIZATION OF ! HYPERONS IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 98, 014910 (2018)

[13] was applied. The measured polarization can be written
as

8
παH

⟨sin("RP − φ∗
p )⟩ = A0

!
pH

T , ηH
"
PH

!
pH

T , ηH
"
, (5)

where A0 is an acceptance correction factor defined as

A0
!
pH

T , ηH
"

= 4
π

⟨sin θ∗
p⟩. (6)

The correction factor A0 was estimated using the experimental
data.

The analysis was performed separately for each data set
taken in different years. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the event
plane resolution slightly differs in each year due to different
detector conditions. Also, for the 2014 data, the tracking
efficiency became worse at low pT because of the HFT. We
confirmed that this additional inefficiency does not affect our
final results. Since the results from the years 2010, 2011, and
2014 were consistent within their uncertainties, we combined
all results for the measured PH to improve the statistical
significance.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 presents the global polarization of ! and !̄ as a
function of the collision energy for the 20–50% centrality bin
in Au+Au collisions. The results from this analysis are shown
together with the results from lower collision energies

√
s

NN

= 7.7–62.4 GeV [14]. The 2007 result for
√

s
NN

= 200 GeV
[13] has a large uncertainty and is consistent with zero. Our
new results for

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV with significantly improved

statistical precision reveal nonzero values of the polarization
signal, 0.277 ± 0.040 (stat) ± 0.039

0.049 (sys) [%] and 0.240 ± 0.045
(stat) ± 0.061

0.045 (sys) [%] for ! and !̄, respectively, and are found
to follow the overall trend of the collision energy dependence.
While the energy dependence of the global polarization was not
obvious from the lower energy results, together with the new
200 GeV results, the polarization is found to decrease at higher
collision energy. Calculations for primary ! and all ! taking
into account the effect of feed-down from a 3+1D viscous hy-
drodynamic model vHLLE with the UrQMD initial state [15]
are shown for comparison. The model calculations agree with
the data over a wide range of collision energies, including

√
s

NN

= 200 GeV within the current accuracy of our experimental
measurements. Calculations from a Multi-Phase Transport
(AMPT) model predict slightly higher polarization than the
hydrodynamic model but are also in good agreement with the
data within uncertainties. Neither of the models accounts for
the effect of the magnetic field or predicts significant difference
in ! and !̄ polarization due to any other effect, e.g., nonzero
baryon chemical potential makes the polarization of particles
lower than that of antiparticles, but the effect is expected to
be small [40]. Other theoretical calculations [18,41] such as
a chiral kinetic approach with the quark coalescence model
[42] can also qualitatively reproduce the experimental data.
It should be noted that most of the models calculate the spin
polarization from the local vorticity at the freeze-out hypersur-
face. However, it is not clear when and how the vorticity and
polarization are coupled during the system evolution and how
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FIG. 4. Global polarization of ! and !̄ as a function of the
collision energy

√
s

NN
for 20–50% centrality Au+Au collisions.

Thin lines show calculations from a 3+1D cascade + viscous
hydrodynamic model (UrQMD+vHLLE) [15] and bold lines show
the AMPT model calculations [16]. In the case of each model, primary
! with and without the feed-down effect are indicated by dashed
and solid lines, respectively. Open boxes and vertical lines show
systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively. Note that the
data points at 200 GeV and for !̄ are slightly horizontally shifted for
visibility.

much the hadronic rescattering at the later stage affects the spin
polarization.

We also performed differential measurements of the
polarization versus the collision centrality, the hyperon’s
transverse momentum, and the hyperon’s pseudorapidity. The
vorticity of the system is expected to be smaller in more
central collisions because of smaller initial source tilt [8,33]
and/or because the number of spectator nucleons becomes
smaller. Therefore, the initial longitudinal flow velocity, which
would be a source of the initial angular momentum of the
system, becomes less dependent on the transverse direction
[12]. Figure 5 presents the centrality dependence of the
polarization. The polarization of ! and !̄ is found to be larger
in more peripheral collisions, as expected from an increase in
the thermal vorticity [43]. With the given large uncertainties,
it is not clear if the polarization saturates or even starts to drop
off in the most peripheral collisions.

Figure 6 shows the polarization as a function of pT for the
20–60% centrality bin. The polarization dependence on pT is
weak or absent, considering the large uncertainties, which is
consistent with the expectation that the polarization is gener-
ated by a rotation of the system and therefore does not have

014910-7

Confirmed energy dependence with new results at 200 GeV 
- >5σ significance utilizing 1.5B events 
- partly due to stronger shear flow structure in lower √sNN  

because of baryon stopping  

PH(⇤) [%] = 0.277± 0.040(stat)±0.039
0.049 (sys)

PH(⇤̄) [%] = 0.240± 0.045(stat)±0.061
0.045 (sys)

I. Karpenko and F. Becattini, EPJC(2017)77:213, UrQMD+vHLLE  
H. Li et al., PRC96, 054908 (2017), AMPT 
Y. Sun and C.-M. Ko, PRC96, 024906 (2017), CKE 
Y. Xie et al., PRC95, 031901(R) (2017), PICR 
D.-X. Wei et al., PRC99, 014905 (2019), AMPT

Theoretical models can describe the data well 
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Collection of recent results

• ALICE at 2.76 and 5.02 TeV 
• Expected signal is of the order of  

current statistical uncertainty 

• HADES at 2.4 GeV 
• still preliminary 
• hopefully reduce systematic uncertainty 

• Preliminary of STAR at 27 and 54.4 GeV
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FIG. 3. Initial kinematic vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

enough (our computation suggests a turning point aroundp
sNN ⇠ 3 � 5 GeV depending on centrality), the particles

near the mid-rapidity are not effective angular-momentum
carriers and most of the angular momenta are carried by the
particles with large rapidity (but at large rapidity the angu-
lar momentum may not be necessarily manifested as fluid
vorticity) and leaving the mid-rapidity region approximately
boost invariant. With

p
sNN growing to be very large, the

mid-rapidity region respects a good Bjorken scaling struc-
ture which does not support the fluid vorticity. We note that
in recent preliminary results reported by HADES Collabora-
tion [42], the ⇤ polarization indeed appears to be very small atp
sNN = 2.4 GeV. Recalling that the global ⇤ polarization atp
sNN = 7.7�200 GeV measured by STAR Collaboration [1]

and at
p
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV by ALICE Collabora-

tion [39] is decreasing with
p
sNN, our results combined with

the previous studies in, e.g. Ref. [40], are consistent with the
current experimental data if we adopt the vorticity interpreta-
tion of the global ⇤ polarization.

We show the time evolution of the thermal vorticity in Fig. 4
for two different centralities given by b = 5 fm and b = 8 fm.
It exhibits similar time dependence comparing to Fig. 2 for
the kinematic vorticity. It was shown that if a fluid is at global
equilibrium the thermal vorticity is responsible for determin-
ing the spin polarization density of the fluid [6, 8, 26, 58]. In
low-energy heavy-ion collisions, we must emphasize that the
system may not reach thermal equilibrium and may not have
a well-defined local temperature in the thermodynamic sense.
Thus, the temperature and in turn the thermal vorticity shown
in Fig. 4 may not have the same physical meaning as that given
in a system at equilibrium. So in this situation we do not ex-
pect that the thermal vorticity we show here can determine
the spin polarization. However, it could still be regarded as
the low-collision-energy counterpart of the thermal vorticity
defined at high collision energy and thus can give some hint
about the spin polarization at low collision energies.

In parallel with Fig. 3, we show the energy dependence of
the thermal vorticity at mid-rapidity for Au + Au collisions
in Fig. 5 which also exhibits non-monotonic feature. We here
note that the energy dependence of the thermal vorticity at
low-energy range was also calculated recently by using the
three-fluid dynamics (3FD) model [59]. They adopted a dif-
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the mid-rapidity thermal vorticity at dif-
ferent energies and impact parameters in the simulation with the
UrQMD model.
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FIG. 5. Initial thermal vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

ferent definition for the origin of the time axis so that our vor-
ticity at t = 0 roughly corresponds theirs at the peak value;
in this sense, their results are qualitatively consistent with
ours. We note that although the initial thermal vorticity is non-
monotonic, the thermal vorticity at late time (e.g., at t = 14
fm) is roughly a decreasing function of

p
sNN; in order to be

consistent with the measured ⇤ polarization, this suggests that
the ⇤ hyperons are mostly generated in the early stage of the
collisions when

p
sNN is small.

Finally, we show the spatial distribution of the vorticities in
the transverse plane, i.e. the x-y plane, in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
We can observe from Fig. 6 that the kinematic vorticity is
roughly negative in the overlapping region consistent with the
direction of the angular momentum. As the system expands,
the vorticity at the center of the overlapping region becomes
smaller and smaller; this is more clearly seen in the bottom
panels for

p
sNN = 10 GeV as the system expands faster than

that of
p
sNN = 2.5 GeV shown in the top panels. One may

also notice that there are regions (near the periphery of the nu-
clei) with strong positive vorticity which is a corona effect due
to the sharp density difference at the boundary. Very similar
phenomena are also shown for the thermal vorticity in Fig. 7.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have computed the kinematic and thermal
vorticities in low-energy heavy-ion collisions in the energy
range

p
sNN = 1.9�50 GeV in the framework of the UrQMD

Energy dependence of kinematic and 
thermal vorticity with UrQMD 
X.-G. Deng et al., PRC101.064908 (2020)

covered by HADES 
and STAR FXT+BES-Ⅱ

HADES: 2.0-2.4 GeV  
STAR FXT: 3-7.7 GeV 
STAR BES-II: 7.7-19 GeV
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FIG. 3. Initial kinematic vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

enough (our computation suggests a turning point aroundp
sNN ⇠ 3 � 5 GeV depending on centrality), the particles

near the mid-rapidity are not effective angular-momentum
carriers and most of the angular momenta are carried by the
particles with large rapidity (but at large rapidity the angu-
lar momentum may not be necessarily manifested as fluid
vorticity) and leaving the mid-rapidity region approximately
boost invariant. With

p
sNN growing to be very large, the

mid-rapidity region respects a good Bjorken scaling struc-
ture which does not support the fluid vorticity. We note that
in recent preliminary results reported by HADES Collabora-
tion [42], the ⇤ polarization indeed appears to be very small atp
sNN = 2.4 GeV. Recalling that the global ⇤ polarization atp
sNN = 7.7�200 GeV measured by STAR Collaboration [1]

and at
p
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV by ALICE Collabora-

tion [39] is decreasing with
p
sNN, our results combined with

the previous studies in, e.g. Ref. [40], are consistent with the
current experimental data if we adopt the vorticity interpreta-
tion of the global ⇤ polarization.

We show the time evolution of the thermal vorticity in Fig. 4
for two different centralities given by b = 5 fm and b = 8 fm.
It exhibits similar time dependence comparing to Fig. 2 for
the kinematic vorticity. It was shown that if a fluid is at global
equilibrium the thermal vorticity is responsible for determin-
ing the spin polarization density of the fluid [6, 8, 26, 58]. In
low-energy heavy-ion collisions, we must emphasize that the
system may not reach thermal equilibrium and may not have
a well-defined local temperature in the thermodynamic sense.
Thus, the temperature and in turn the thermal vorticity shown
in Fig. 4 may not have the same physical meaning as that given
in a system at equilibrium. So in this situation we do not ex-
pect that the thermal vorticity we show here can determine
the spin polarization. However, it could still be regarded as
the low-collision-energy counterpart of the thermal vorticity
defined at high collision energy and thus can give some hint
about the spin polarization at low collision energies.

In parallel with Fig. 3, we show the energy dependence of
the thermal vorticity at mid-rapidity for Au + Au collisions
in Fig. 5 which also exhibits non-monotonic feature. We here
note that the energy dependence of the thermal vorticity at
low-energy range was also calculated recently by using the
three-fluid dynamics (3FD) model [59]. They adopted a dif-
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the mid-rapidity thermal vorticity at dif-
ferent energies and impact parameters in the simulation with the
UrQMD model.
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FIG. 5. Initial thermal vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

ferent definition for the origin of the time axis so that our vor-
ticity at t = 0 roughly corresponds theirs at the peak value;
in this sense, their results are qualitatively consistent with
ours. We note that although the initial thermal vorticity is non-
monotonic, the thermal vorticity at late time (e.g., at t = 14
fm) is roughly a decreasing function of

p
sNN; in order to be

consistent with the measured ⇤ polarization, this suggests that
the ⇤ hyperons are mostly generated in the early stage of the
collisions when

p
sNN is small.

Finally, we show the spatial distribution of the vorticities in
the transverse plane, i.e. the x-y plane, in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
We can observe from Fig. 6 that the kinematic vorticity is
roughly negative in the overlapping region consistent with the
direction of the angular momentum. As the system expands,
the vorticity at the center of the overlapping region becomes
smaller and smaller; this is more clearly seen in the bottom
panels for

p
sNN = 10 GeV as the system expands faster than

that of
p
sNN = 2.5 GeV shown in the top panels. One may

also notice that there are regions (near the periphery of the nu-
clei) with strong positive vorticity which is a corona effect due
to the sharp density difference at the boundary. Very similar
phenomena are also shown for the thermal vorticity in Fig. 7.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have computed the kinematic and thermal
vorticities in low-energy heavy-ion collisions in the energy
range

p
sNN = 1.9�50 GeV in the framework of the UrQMD

kinematic vorticity thermal vorticity
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• B-field at freeze-out could be probed by Λ-antiΛ splitting 
• Current results are consistent with zero (except 7.7 GeV) 

• But the splitting could be also due to other effects…

188 L. McLerran, V. Skokov / Nuclear Physics A 929 (2014) 184–190

Fig. 1. Magnetic field for static medium with Ohmic conductivity, σOhm.

The decay of the conductivity owing to expansion of the medium can only decrease the life-
time of the magnetic field and thus will not be considered here. Our simulations are done for
Au–Au collisions at energy

√
s = 200 GeV and fixed impact parameter b= 6 fm. In Fig. 1 we

show time evolution of the magnetic field in the origin x⃗ = 0 as a function of the electric con-
ductivity σOhm. The results show that the lifetime of the strong magnetic field (eB > m2

π ) is not
affected by the conductivity, if one uses realistic values obtained in Ref. [5].

4. Energy dependence

In the previous section, we established that for realistic values of the conductivities the elec-
tromagnetic fields in heavy-ion collisions are almost unmodified by the presence of the medium.
Thus one can safely use the magnetic field generated by the original protons only. This magnetic
field can be approximated as follows

eB(t, x⃗ = 0) = 1
γ

cZ

t2 + (2R/γ )2 , (18)

where Z is the number of protons, R is the radius of the nuclei, γ is the Lorentz factor and, finally,
c is some non-important numerical coefficient. We are interested on the effect of the magnetic
field on the matter, otherwise the magnetic field does not contribute to photon production. Thus
we need to compute the magnetic field at the time tm, characterizing matter formation time.
On the basis of a very general argument, one would expect that tm = aQ− 1

s . Here we assumed
that the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) provides an appropriate description of the early stage
of heavy ion collisions, namely Qs ≪ ΛQCD; in the CGC framework, owing to the presence of
only one dimensional scale, the matter formation time is inversely proportional to the saturation
scale. We also note that if the formation time for a particle is much less than this, the magnetic
field has a correspondingly larger effect, as the magnetic field is biggest at early times. The
phenomenological constraints from photon azimuthal anisotropy at the top RHIC energy demand
tm ≈2R/γRHIC, i.e. a = 2RQRHIC

s /γRHIC. Using this relation, we can estimate the magnitude of

McLerran and Skokov, Nucl. Phys. A929, 184 (2014) 
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While this basic mechanism is simple and generic, it has not been previously applied to a very distinctive fluid 
system — the hot subatomic fluid consisting of strongly interacting elementary particles such as quarks, gluons 
as well as hadrons. This highly relativistic fluid is at extreme among various fluid systems ever achieved in labo-
ratories, with the highest temperature (~1012 K), flowing over the smallest spatial scale (~10−15 m) and shortest 
time scale (~10−23 sec). The present study will take a novel step to expand the territory of the mechanism into such 
hitherto unexplored extreme regime and establish its presence in the charged subatomic swirl. By using informa-
tion about the fluid vorticity and net electric charge density (particularly in low beam energy region) from nuclear 
stopping in heavy ion collisions, we will estimate the magnitude of this new magnetic field. Furthermore, we will 
show that a novel feature of such a magnetic field is its considerably long lifetime (as compared with any previ-
ously known source of magnetic field in heavy ion collisions), due to the persistence of fluid vorticity (by virtue 
of angular momentum conservation). This feature turns out to be crucial in making important contributions to 
the spin hydrodynamic generation in heavy ion collisions and providing a nontrivial explanation of the observed 
difference in particle/anti-particle global polarization.

Demonstration of the Mechanism
The main purpose of this Section is to demonstrate the aforementioned mechanism, i.e. the generation of 
magnetic field by swirling charges. This connection is to be explicitly shown both at single-particle level and 
at many-particle level in the fluid dynamics framework. In the last subsection, we derive a concrete relation to 
connect magnetic field and fluid vorticity in a charged fluid vortex model, which shall then be applied later for 
estimating magnetic field in heavy ion collisions.

Magnetic field of a swirling charged particle. We first demonstrate the main point, i.e. relation of mag-
netic field and rotation for a charged system, with the example of a single charged particle: see Fig. 1 (left).

Let us start with the simplest case, a classical relativistic charged particle (with charge qe and mass m), under-
going a uniform circular motion at an angular speed ω0 with a radius ρ0. The corresponding electric current is 
simply = ω

π
I qe

2
0 . Let us set up a cylindrical coordinate system ρ ϕ z( , , ) with the circle on the =z 0 plane and the 

center of the circle at the origin. The magnetic field within the circle on the =z 0 plane points along the ẑ direc-
tion and is given by:

ρ
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=
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where ρ ρ≡i /R0 and the K x( ) and E x( ) are the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind. Along the 
symmetry axis away from the =z 0 plane, the magnetic field is simply =

+
B z( )z

B
z R[1 ( / ) ]

0

0
2 3/2

. Clearly one recog-
nizes the existence of magnetic field associated with the swirling charged particle, in line with our general expec-
tation ω∝ qeB ( ) . It is also easy to see that the angular momentum of this particle, ω∼L mR0

2
0 is directly 

proportional to the magnetic flux π ωΦ ∼ ∼B R qe R( )B 0 0
2

0 0 penetrating through the circle, i.e. ∝ ΦL B.
One can demonstrate the same for a quantum mechanical particle constrained on a 1D circle of radius R0 on 

x-y plane. In this case the quantum mechanical wave function is simply e
2

ik
ψ =

π

φ
 with angular momentum 

�=L k  along ẑ. The electric current is given by � �I qe i R R( )( )[ ( / ) ( / ) ] qe k
R0 0

( )
0

ψ ψ ψ ψ= − ∂ − ∂ =φ φ π
⁎ ⁎ . Similarly the 

magnetic field along ẑ at the center is given by =
π

B qe k
R0

( )
2 0

2
� , again proportional to the angular momentum, ∝B L0 . 

So is the magnetic flux, Φ ∝ LB .

Magnetic field of a swirling charged fluid. We now consider a many-body fluid system that has nonzero 
vorticity as well as nonzero charge density, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). The connection between magnetic field 
and vorticity in charged fluid could be demonstrated in general. From Maxwells equations we have:

Figure 1. Illustration of the magnetic field generated by a single swirling charged particle (left) or by a swirling 
fluid with nonzero charge density (right).
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where π=A R0
2 is the transverse area of the fluid vortex. The above relation suggests that there exists an average 

magnetic field in a charged fluid vortex, which is linearly proportional to the charge density as well as the average 
fluid vorticity. This simple relation can be applied as a new mechanism for generating magnetic field in heavy ion 
collisions, as we shall discuss next.

New Mechanism for Magnetic Field in Heavy Ion Collisions
In heavy ion collisions, there exist nonzero vorticity structures and a nonzero charge density in the created hot 
fluid. Given the connection between magnetic field and the vorticity in a charged fluid in Eq. (13), we propose this 
as a novel mechanism for the generation of magnetic field in such collisions. A key factor for this to work, which 
was not previously studied, is that the considerable net electric charge density (particularly in low beam energy 
region) would remain in the bulk system during its evolution. In the rest of this Section, we will estimate the mag-
nitude of this new magnetic field for the first time. We will also show that such magnetic field has considerably 
long duration as compared with previously known source of magnetic field in these collisions.

The vorticity structures in heavy ion collisions have been computed in various approaches. Let us take (20–
50)% centrality of AuAu collisions at RHIC in the (10~200) GeV energy region as our example, which corre-
sponds to the global hyperon polarization measurements by STAR47. One can extract average vorticity ωy (along 
the out-of-plane direction) from AMPT simulations37,38,40,58–62 conveniently for a wide beam energy span. Note 
such vorticity decreases with time in a given collision. We show in Fig. 2 (left) such average vorticity values (in 
unit of MeV corresponding to 1.5 × 1019 sec−1) as a function of beam energy sNN  for an early time moment 
τ = .0 50 fm/c or equivalently τ = . × − sec1 6 10 24  (solid curve) and a late time moment τ = .5 0 fm/c or equiv-
alently τ = . × −1 6 10 sec23  (dashed curve), with the shaded band giving an idea of the expected range. Clearly 
the vorticity strongly increases toward low beam energy.

Let us then estimate the charge density n in the fireball. The charge density at late time may be extracted from 
freeze-out conditions. For example, based on AMPT simulations, one can extract the following parameterization 
for charge density at freeze-out:  . − . + .�n s s s( ) 0 30 0 087ln 0 0067(ln )fo NN NN NN

2  (in unit of 
=− −fm 10 m3 45 3). (We note in passing that these estimates are in consistency with chemical freeze-out condi-

tions extracted via thermal models, see e.g.63,64). The charge density in the fireball also strongly depends on time 
due to the fireball expansion and is significantly larger at earlier time. One can verify with explicit AMPT simula-
tions that at the early time the charge density would be about one order of magnitude higher than that at 
freeze-out time. We show in Fig. 2 (middle) the charge density values as a function of beam energy s  for an early 
time moment τ = .0 5 fm/c or equivalently τ = . × −1 6 10 sec24  (solid curve) and at freeze-out (dashed curve), 
with the shaded band between them giving an idea of the expected range. The charge density also strongly 
increases toward low beam energy, due to more significant stopping effect.

To use Eq. (13) for estimating the magnetic field, we still need the area perpendicular to the fluid vortex axis. 
In our case, that would be the fireball cross-sectional area on the reaction plane (usually labeled x̂–ẑ plane). For 
AuAu 20–50% collisions the spatial size along the impact parameter (x̂ direction) can be reasonably estimated as 

= × −�R 4 fm 4 10 m0
15 ) which grows somewhat toward late time due to transverse expansion. The longitudi-

nal size changes substantially with time due to strong expansion and also depends on rapidity window. For higher 
beam energy collisions, the longitudinal extension is initially small but grows very rapidly. For lower beam energy 
collisions, the longitudinal extension is not small from the beginning (due to less Lorentz contraction) yet grows 
less rapidly. In both cases, the relevant longitudinal size would presumably in the plausible range of 
(1~10) fm = (1~10) × 10−15 m. For simplicity we use π∼A R0

2 with ∼ = × −R 4 fm 4 10 m0
15  as an 

order-of-magnitude average estimate. Putting all these together into Eq. (13), we thus obtain an estimate for the 
magnetic field eB  arising from the charged fluid vortex in heavy ion collisions, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). The 

Figure 2. The vorticity ωy (left, in unit of MeV corresponding to . × −sec1 5 1019 1), charge density nQ (middle, 
in unit of =− −fm 10 m3 45 3) and magnetic field eB  (right, in unit of πm2 corresponding to . ×3 3 10 Tesla14 ) as 
functions of collisional beam energy sNN  (in unit of =GeV 10 eV9 ), with solid/dashed curves in each panel 
representing an upper/lower estimates and with the shaded band between them giving an idea of the expected 
range (see text for details).

• Initial magnetic field 
• Effect of chemical potential (expected to be small) 

• Rotating charged fluid produces B-field with longer lifetime 

• Spin interaction with the meson field generated by the baryon current 

• Different space time distributions and freeze-out of Λ and antiΛ

L. P. CSERNAI, J. I. KAPUSTA, AND T. WELLE PHYSICAL REVIEW C 99, 021901(R) (2019)
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FIG. 1. Difference in polarization of ! and !̄ hyperons, with
positive value meaning that it is opposite to the total angular mo-
mentum of the produced matter. The top panel (a) shows case I and
the bottom panel (b) shows case II, as described in the text. The data
at 200 GeV come from [7], the rest come from [6]. Only statistical
uncertainties are included.

", #, and $; feedback of the polarized spins to produce
an effective vector meson magnetic field via susceptibility;
and a more realistic, relativistic space-time evolution of the
baryon current. Nevertheless, we make some preliminary
comparisons here. The difference in polarization in the −y
direction according to Eq. (15) has the form

P!̄ − P! = C
!

nB(tch )
0.15/fm3

"!
140 MeV

T (tch )

"
. (19)

For the chemical potential and temperature at tch as functions
of

√
sNN we use the parametrization given in Ref. [32]. We

then use a crossover equation of state from [33] to deter-
mine the baryon density. For illustration, since the precise
magnitude is rather uncertain for the reasons given above,
we consider two cases. In case I C is independent of beam
energy. In case II C ∼ 1/

√
sNN because generally the directed

flow and the shear flow of net baryons is expected to decrease
with increasing energy. We take C = 0.03 for case I and
C = 0.45 GeV/

√
sNN for case II; both assume that %c > 0.

The coefficients are chosen to give a reasonable visual fit to
the polarization data as shown in Fig. 1. The difference in

polarizations rises with decreasing energy because the net
baryon density increases, the temperature decreases, and in
case II the factor C rises with decreasing energy. It is interest-
ing to note that the directed flow of both net protons [34] and
net !’s [35] is actually negative in the range 10 <

√
sNN <

30 GeV. This may reflect a change in the equation of state of
the produced matter [36]. Because the polarization difference
is sensitive to the baryon current it is a probe of the reaction
dynamics.

For comparison the true magnetic field produced in high
energy heavy ion collisions points in the −y direction. The
equilibrium ! polarization due to that field is Py = −µ!B/T
which orients the spin in the +y direction because the mag-
netic moment is negative: µ! = −0.61µN where µN is the
nuclear Bohr magneton. Being its antiparticle, the !̄ would
be polarized in the −y direction. The magnetic field has been
calculated with the inclusion of the electrical conductivity σE
of the produced matter; in its absence the magnetic field at the
time of hadronization is orders of magnitude smaller [37]. At
time t at z = 0 its value is

B = ebσE

8πt2
exp(−b2σE/4t ), (20)

where b is the impact parameter. Evaluated at t = tch =
3 fm/c, b = 7 fm, T = T (tch ) = 140 MeV, and σE = 6 MeV
the magnitude of the polarization is |Py| = 7.4 × 10−6, totally
irrelevant compared to the strong interaction induced polariza-
tion. Note also that as long as the condition γbeambσE > 1 is
satisfied there is no beam energy dependence to the magnetic
field. Realistic transport model calculations show that the time
extent of the magnetic field is on the order of 0.2 fm/c,
which is too short to build up observable polarization
[38].

For the problem of relaxation of a small departure from
equilibrium we turn to studies in the area of spintronics. A
solution to the Bloch equations for a static magnetic field
in the y direction provides a formula for the spin relax-
ation rate )s for the magnetization in that direction in the
form [39,40]

)s =
#
$2

x

$
+

#
$2

z

$

$2
y + )2

c
)c. (21)

Here $y is the Larmor frequency associated with the static
magnetic field, ⟨$2

x⟩ and ⟨$2
z ⟩ are the average fluctuations of

the Larmor frequencies in the perpendicular directions, and
1/)c is the coherence time of a single spin, which we take
to be the time between scatterings of the hyperons with other
particles. The fluctuations in this problem arise from the spin-
orbit term involving Eω × p in Eq. (3). We apply this formula
assuming an adiabatic evolution of the vector meson magnetic
field in the y direction. Around tch the time between collisions
is on the order of several fm/c, so that $y < )c. From the
spin-orbit interaction we estimate that )s ≪ )c, and therefore
the polarization difference should be established around the
time of hadronization at its equilibrium value and should not
change significantly thereafter.

In conclusion, we have argued that well-known interac-
tions of baryons with mesons can result in a splitting of the
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a strong pT dependence. One might expect a decrease of the
polarization at lower pT due to the smearing effect caused by
scattering at the later stage of the collisions, and/or a decrease
of polarization at higher pT because of a larger contribution
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from jet fragmentation, but it is difficult to discuss such effects
given the current experimental uncertainties. Calculations for
primary ! from a hydrodynamic model with two different
initial conditions (ICs) [44] are compared to the data. The pT

dependence of the polarization slightly depends on the initial
conditions, i.e., Glauber IC with the initial tilt of the source
[8,9] and the initial state from the UrQMD model [45]. The
UrQMD IC includes a preequilibrium phase which leads to
the initial flow, but the Glauber IC does not include it, and the
initial energy density profile is different between the two ICs,
both of which would affect the initial angular momentum. The
data are closer to the UrQMD IC but on average are slightly
higher than the calculations.

Figure 7 presents the pseudorapidity dependence of the
polarization for ! and !̄. It is consistent with being constant
within uncertainties. The vorticity is expected to decrease
at large rapidities but might also have a local minimum at
η = 0 due to complex shear flow structure [15,43,46]. Due
to baryon transparency at higher collision energy and the
event-by-event fluctuations in the participant center-of-mass,
such a dependence might be difficult to observe within the
acceptance of the STAR detector.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the vorticity might be
also related to anomalous chiral effects [19]. In addition to
the contribution from the chiral vortical effect discussed in
Ref. [18], the axial current J5 can be generated in the medium
with nonzero vector chemical potential µv by the magnetic
field B (J5 ∝ eµvB) via the chiral separation effect [47]. Note
that J5 points along the magnetic field in the case of eµv > 0
(where e is the particle electric charge) but is opposite for
eµv < 0. Since the directions of the magnetic field and the ini-
tial angular momentum of the system are parallel, an additional
contribution by J5 to the polarization might be observed, i.e.,
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FIG. 9. The azimuthal angle dependence of ! and !̄ polarization
in rapidity region |Y | < 1 for Au+Au collisions at 19.6, 62.4, and
200 GeV. The experimental data [6] is also shown.

energy dependence. We here propose another observable for
the smoke-loop-type vortical structure, that is the spin har-
monic coefficients at finite rapidity.

Recall that the charged particle distribution can be de-
composed into different harmonic components as in Eq. (1)
in which the harmonic coefficients reflect the response of
the final-state momentum-space distribution to the initial
anisotropy in coordinate space. Similarly, we can expect that
the anisotropy in the vortical structure of the early or interme-
diate stage fluid can be reflected in the harmonic coefficients
of the spin-polarization observable as given in

Py (Y,φ) = 1
2π

Py (Y )

!

1 + 2
∞"

n=1

fn cos[n(φ −"n)]

#

, (10)

where "n defines the nth harmonic plane for spin and the
corresponding harmonic coefficient is fn. In real experiments
and also in numerical simulations, the harmonic plane "n

would suffer from strong fluctuation as the numbers of ! and
!̄ (or other hadrons whose spin polarization can be measured)
are small. Thus in the following simulation we will use #n as
defined in Eq. (1) to replace "n. In other words, we will study
the harmonic flows of spin with respect to the harmonic plane
determined by the distribution of charged hadrons. Thus we
will calculate fn by using

fn(Y ) =
$

dφ cos[n(φ −#n)]Py (Y,φ)$
dφPy (Y,φ)

. (11)

The results for the first two harmonics, f1 and f2, are shown
in Fig. 10. The directed flow of spin, f1, which is induced by
the vorticity owning to collective expansion, is odd in rapidity
and peaks at finite rapidity in accordance with Fig. 8. It is
sensitive to the collision energy as the azimuthal distribution
at finite rapidity, as shown in Fig. 8, is. The measurement
of the slope of f1(Y ) versus rapidity at Y = 0 may provide
further constraint to the equation of state of the hot medium,
especially the vortical susceptibility of the hot medium [59].
The elliptic flow of spin, f2, is even in rapidity. It is negative,
in consistence with our numerical result in Fig. 9; However,
one should be noticed that the experimental data shows a
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Y

FIG. 10. The directed and elliptic spin harmonic coefficients,
f1 and f2, versus rapidity for Au+Au collisions with fixed impact
parameter b = 9 fm for

√
s from 19.6–200 GeV.

opposite trend for the φ dependence of Py in midrapidity
region which should result in a positive f2. Again, this dis-
crepancy will be examined in future works.

V. DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have systematically studied the event-by-
event generation of the thermal vorticity in Au+Au collisions
at different collisions energies. The thermal vorticity can
have different sources among which the primary ones are
the global OAM of the colliding system and the collective
expansion of the fireball. The former can give the global
spin polarization of ! and !̄ hyperons in the OAM direction
in the midrapidity region and our numerical simulation can
explain the experimental data quite well. The latter can lead to
intriguing smoke-loop-type vortical structure at finite space-
time rapidity, which can drive a vortical quadrupole in the
reaction plane. We propose to use the spin harmonic flows,
especially the first- and second-order spin harmonics to detect
such a quadrupolar vortical configuration.

However, it should be noted that there exist evident dis-
crepancy between the theoretical results and the experimental
data. For example, the azimuthal distribution of either the
longitudinal spin polarization or the polarization along the
OAM direction at the midrapidity region has opposite trend in
theoretical results comparing to the recent experimental data
[6]. Another example is that the spin-alignment measurement
of the vector mesons φ and K∗0 also show features that is in
contradiction to the theoretical predictions [8,36,37]. These
puzzles indicate that our current understanding of the spin
polarization mechanism and also the possible background
effects may need careful reexamination. We will report our
studies concerning these puzzles in the future.
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Left: Preliminary results (108) from the STAR collaboration for the global polarization of ⇤ and
⇤ as a function of hyperon emission angle relative to the event plane, for mid-central Au+Au
collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. As in figure 3, published data have been rescaled to reflect the

new accepted value of ↵⇤. Right: Hydrodynamic calculations (12) of PĴ in the transverse
momentum plane, for the same colliding system.

tion structures, in the local equilibrium picture, are more sensitive to the thermal vorticity

variations as a function of space and time, convoluted with flow-driven space-momentum

correlations. First measurements (81) report PĴ,⇤/⇤ to be independent of transverse mo-

mentum for pT . 2 GeV/c, in agreement with hydrodynamic predictions (12, 111) when

realistic initial conditions are used. It was also seen (81) to be independent of pseudo-

rapidity, though only a limited range, |⌘| < 1 could be explored. As we discuss in section 5,

several theories suggest there is much to be learned at forward rapidity.

A recurring theme in heavy ion physics has been that azimuthal dependencies often

present surprises and the opportunity for new physical insight. The same may well be

true for polarization. Figure 5 shows preliminary data from the STAR collaboration (108)

suggesting that PĴ,⇤&⇤ is significantly stronger for particles emitted perpendicular to Ĵsys

(|�⇤ �  RP| = ⇡/2) than for p̂⇤ k Ĵ . Indeed, PĴ may vanish for hyperons emitted out of

the reaction plane. This stands in contradiction to rather robust predictions of hydrody-

namic (31, 12, 50, 112, 98) and coarse-grained transport (96, 100, 101, 102) calculations,

one of which is shown on the right panel of the figure, which predict precisely the oppo-

site dependence. If the STAR results are confirmed in a final analysis, this represents a

nontrivial challenge to the theory.

By symmetry, polarization components perpendicular to Ĵsys must vanish, when av-

eraging over all momenta. Locally in momentum space, however, these components are

allowed to be non vanishing. Particularly, there can be non-vanishing values oscillating

as a function of the azimuthal emission angle �H over the transverse plane with a typical

quadrupolar pattern. Hydrodynamic (12) and transport calculations (100) predict the sign

and the magnitude of these oscillations. Here, n̂ = p̂beam in equation 16 so ⇠
⇤
D = ✓

⇤
D, the

polar angle of the daughter in the hyperon frame; c.f. figure 3.

Hydrodynamic (12, 50, 112, 111) and transport-hybrid (96, 100, 101, 102) calculations

flow (22) could produce a global e↵ect. However, in practice, this e↵ect is much smaller than those
we discuss here (31).

20 Becattini and Lisa
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Illustration of the chiral separation effect. To be specific, the illustration is for just one kind of right-handed (RH) quarks (with Q > 0)
and their antiquarks (with Q < 0) and for the case of µ > 0 (i.e. more quarks than antiquarks). For left-handed (LH) quarks (and anti-quarks) the LH
quarks’ current is generated in the opposite direction but their contribution to the axial current EJ5 would be the same as that of RH quarks. For µ < 0 the
current will flip direction.

assume a CME-induced electric current (Qe)EJ = (Qe)�5EB. To probe the existence of such a current we turn on an arbitrarily
small auxiliary electric field EE k EB and examine the energy changing rate of the system. The straightforward electrodynamic
way of computation ‘‘counts’’ the work per unit time (i.e. power) done by such an electric field P =

R
Ex
EJ · EE =

R
Ex[(Qe)�5]EE · EB.

Alternatively for this systemof chiral fermions, the (electromagnetic) chiral anomaly suggests the generation of axial charges
at the rate dQ5/dt =

R
Ex CAEE · EB with CA = (Qe)2/(2⇡2) the universal anomaly coefficient. Now a nonzero axial chemical

potential µ5 6= 0 implies an energy cost for creating each unit of axial charge, thus the energy changing rate via anomaly
counting would give the power P = µ5(dQ5/dt) =

R
Ex[CAµ5]EE · EB. These reasonings therefore lead to the following

identification:
Z

Ex
[(Qe)�5]EE · EB =

Z

Ex
[CAµ5]EE · EB (8)

for any auxiliary EE field. Thus the �5 must take the universal value CAµ5
Qe =

Qe
2⇡2 µ5 that is completely fixed by the chiral

anomaly.
The transport phenomenon in Eq. (4) bears a distinctive feature that is intrinsically different from Eq. (7). The chiral

magnetic conductivity �5 is a T -even transport coefficient while the usual conductivity � is T -odd [26]. That is, the CME
current can be generated as an equilibrium current without producing entropy, while the usual conducting current is
necessarily dissipative.

2.2. The chiral separation effect

By reminding ourselves of the axial counterpart in Eq. (5) of the vector current, which we have discussed so far, it may be
natural to ask: could axial current also be generated under certain circumstances in response to external probe fields? The
answer is positive. A complementary transport phenomenon to the CME has been found and named the Chiral Separation
Effect (CSE) [61,62]:

EJ5 = �sEB. (9)

It states that an axial current is generated along an external EB field, with its magnitude in proportion to the system’s
(nonzero) vector chemical potential µ as well as the field magnitude. The coefficient (which may be called the CSE
conductivity) is given by �s =

Qe
2⇡2 µ.

Intuitively the CSE may be understood in the following way, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The magnetic field leads to a spin
polarization (i.e. ‘‘magnetization’’) effect, with hEsi / (Qe)EB. This effect implies that the positively charged quarks have their
spins preferably aligned along the EB field direction, while the negatively charged anti-quarks have their spins oppositely
aligned. NowRHquarks and antiquarks (with Ep k Es)will have opposite averagemomentum hEpi / hEsi / (Qe)EB, i.e. withmore
RH quarks/antiquarks moving in the direction parallel/antiparallel to EB. Furthermore with nonzero µ 6= 0 (e.g. considering
µ > 0) there would then be a net current of RH quarks/antiquarksEJR / hEpi(nQ � nQ̄ ) / (Qe)µEB. The LH quarks/antiquarks
would form an opposite current EJL / �(Qe)µEB but contribute the same as the RH quarks/antiquarks to form together an
axial current along the magnetic field: EJ5 / (Qe)µEB.

It is instructive to recast (4) and (9) in terms of the RH and LH currents EJR/L, as follows:

EJR/L =
EJ ± EJ5

2
= ±�R/LEB (10)

with �R/L =
Qe
4⇡2 µR/L. The above has the simple interoperation as the CME separately for the purely right-handed and purely

left-handedWeyl fermions: note the sign difference in the RH/LH cases. It reveals that the CME and the CSE are two sides of

RH

LH

p spinB)field J5

µv/T / hN+ �N�i
hN+ +N�i

= Ach

B-field + massless quarks + non-zero μv → axial current J5

Chiral Separation Effect J5 / eµvB
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Ach dependence observed 
- Slopes of Λ and anti-Λ seem to be opposite (~2σ level) 

Possible contribution from axial charge or 
Quark vector chemical potential may explain the data 

Sun and Ko, INT20-1-c



T. Niida, ECT* Spin/hydro in HI 2020
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Angular distribution of the decay products can be written  
with spin density matrix ρnn.

Figure 1. Cartoon of a non-central nuclear
collision. The arrows indicate the collective
velocity of the matter at z = 0 plane.

Figure 2. Diagram explaining the notations for di↵erent
angles discussed in the text. p⇤ is the proton momentum in
the hyperon rest frame. Vertical direction is the direction of
the global orbital momentum – the global polarization
direction. �p is the proton emission azimuth in the system
with x � z plane aligned with the reaction plane.

The simplest way to measure the global polarization is via analysis of the angular distributions of
the products of weakly decaying hyperons. Weak interaction violates parity, and, e.g. in the lambda
hyperon decay the protons are emitted preferentially in the direction of the lambda’s spin:

dN

d cos ✓⇤
/ 1 + ↵H PH cos ✓⇤, (2)

where ✓⇤ is the polar angle of the proton emission relative to the polarization direction in the hyperon
rest frame, �1  PH  1 is the hyperon polarization, and the parameter ↵⇤ = �↵⇤̄ ⇡ 0.624. To
measure the polarization of strongly decaying particles is obviously significantly more di�cult. It is
not at all possible for spin 1/2 particles; for the vector mesons one can hope to measure the deviation
from 1/3 of the probability for the spin projection to be zero [8]. The angular distribution (averaged
over the azimuthal distribution around the polarization direction) of the decay products in this case
reads:

dN

d cos ✓⇤
/ ⇢0,0|Y1,0|2 + ⇢1,1|Y1,�1|2 + ⇢�1,�1|Y1,1|2 / ⇢0,0 cos2 ✓⇤ +

1
2

(⇢1,1 + ⇢�1,�1) sin2 ✓⇤ (3)

/ (1 � ⇢0,0) + (3 ⇢0,0 � 1) cos2 ✓⇤ (4)

where ⇢0,0, ⇢1,1, and ⇢�1,�1 are the probabilities for the particle to have spin projection on the direction
of polarization to be zero, +1, and �1, respectively. The deviation from the non-polarized state value
⇢0,0 = 1/3 is in this case a second order e↵ect [8]. For example, an estimate based on Eq. 1 yields
⇢00 = 1/[3 + (!/T )2].

To measure the hyperon global polarization or vector meson spin alignment experimentally, one
can either analyze directly the distributions in ✓⇤, or, in case of the global polarization direction de-
fined by the one of the flow event planes, analyze the azimuthal distribution of the decay products
(in the resonance rest frame) relative to that flow plane. The azimuthal distribution analysis can be

Deviation from 1/3 in ρ00 indicates spin alignment. 
* sign of the polarization cannot be determined.  

Therefore it’s called “spin alignment measurement”  
rather than “polarization measurement”

Z.-T. Liang and X.-N. Wang, PRL94.102301(2005) 
Y. Yang et al., PRC97.034917(2018)

K*0 and φ

5Subhash Singha, QM 2019

• Predominantly produced in primordial production

• Negligible feed-down compared to Λ and Λ


• Λ spin polarization (PH):

   Required knowledge of orientation of the 

   angular momentum vector, estimated by 

   deflection of spectators (can use 1st-order event 

   plane)


• Vector meson spin alignment (ρ00):

    Polarization direction not required.

    Not subject to local cancellation.

    (can use both 1st-order and 2nd-order event plane)  

Characteristic of K*0 and φ:

Species K*0 φ

Quark content ds ss

Mass (MeV/c2) 896 1020
Lifetime  
(fm/c)

4 45

Spin (JP) 1- 1-

Decays Kπ KK

Branching ratio 49% 66%~100%

Vorticity 

Magnetic field

recombination 
fragmentation

⇢00 < 1/3
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(for neutral vector mesons)

Theoretical expectation for ρ00

often simpler in terms of applying necessary corrections for the reaction plane resolution and detector
acceptance. In the case of the azimuthal analysis, the polarization can be calculated as:

PH = � 8
⇡↵H

hsin(�⇤
P
�  RP)i, (5)

⇢00 =
1
3
� 8

3
hcos[2(�⇤

p
�  RP)]i. (6)

For the global polarization, the analysis has to be performed using one of the first harmonic event
planes, with the reaction plane (and correspondingly, the angular momentum) direction to be deter-
mined by the deflection direction of the projectile spectators (which on average deflect outward of the
collision [9]). For the spin alignment measurements it is possible to use the second order event plane
(which typically has much better resolution).

2 Results

The progress in vector spin alignments measurements was presented at this conference in talks by
the STAR and ALICE Collaborations [10, 11]. The uncertainties in these measurements are still
relatively large, and the results are rather inconclusive; below I concentrate on the discussion of the
global polarization results.

Figure 3 shows a compilation of published[3, 12] and presented at this conference [10, 11] results
on the average global polarization of lambda and anti-lambda hyperons at mid-rapidity in mid-central
collisions as a function of collision energy. The blue solid and dashed lines are the results of hydro-
dynamic calculation [7, 13], with and without accounting for the hyperon feed-down contribution,
respectively. The procedure for the feed-down correction is outlined in [6] with Eq. 1 used for an esti-
mate of the polarization of the higher spin resonances. Note that the e↵ect of the feed-down correction
is rather modest – at the level of ⇠ 15%.
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Figure 3. Average global polarization of lambda hyperons as a function of collision energy. Boxes indicate the
systematic uncertainties.
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and calculating the corresponding factor R. This gives
Δρ00ðRNDEPÞ ¼ Δρ00ðEPÞ × 1

4(R ¼ 0 for random plane)
andΔρ00ðPPÞ ¼ Δρ00ðEPÞ × ð1þ3v2Þ=4(R ¼ v2 for pro-
duction plane, where v2 is the second Fourier coefficient of
the azimuthal distribution of produced particles relative to
the event plane angle). Here Δρ00 ¼ ρ00-1=3. This is
further confirmed using a toy model simulation with the
PYTHIA 8.2 event generator [30] by incorporating v2 and
spin alignment (see the Supplemental Material [17] for
further details).
In the past, spin alignment measurements in eþe−

[31–33], hadron-proton [34] and nucleon-nucleus colli-
sions [35] were carried out to understand the role of spin in
the dynamics of particle production, finding ρ00 > 1=3and
off-diagonal elements close to zero with respect to the PP.
For pp collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 13TeV, we find ρ00 ∼ 1=3

within the studied pT range (see Fig. 2). New preliminary
results from RHIC have found deviations of ρ00 from 1=3
indicating spin alignment for vector mesons at lower

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p

[36,37]. The ρ00 for ϕ mesons in mid-central Pb-Pb
collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 2.76TeV is less than 1=3 while
the preliminary finding for mid-central Au-Au collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV is ρ00 greater than 1=3. The ρ00 > 1=3
for ϕ mesons has been interpreted as evidence for a
coherent ϕ meson field [38]. Similar conclusions cannot
be easily applied to K%0 as it consists of valence quarks of
unequal mass (s and d̄), which makes it impossible to
separate the effects of vorticity and due to electromangetic
and mesonic fields. Significant polarization of Λ baryons
(spin ¼ 1=2) was reported at low RHIC energies. The
polarization is found to decrease with increasing

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p

[39,40]. At the LHC, the global polarization for Λ baryon is
compatible with zero within uncertainties [PΛð%Þ ¼
0.01& 0.06& 0.03] [41]. The spin alignment for vector
mesons in heavy ion collisions could have contributions
from angular momentum [12,13], electromagnetic fields
[15] and mesonic fields [38]. While no quantitative
theoretical calculation for vector meson polarization at
LHC energies exists, the expected order of magnitude can
be estimated and the measurements for vector mesons and
hyperons can be related in a model dependent way.
Considering only the angular momentum contribution
and recombination as the process of hadronization [13],
the ρ00 of vector mesons are related to quark polarization as
ρ00 ¼ ð1 − PqPq̄Þ=ð3þ PqPq̄Þ where Pq and Pq̄ are quark
and antiquark polarization, respectively. Assuming Pu ¼
Pū ¼ Pd ¼ Pd̄ and Ps ¼ Ps̄, the measured pT integrated
ρ00 values for K%0 and ϕ mesons in 10–50% Pb-Pb colli-
sions could translate to light quark polarization of ∼0.8and
strange quark polarization of ∼0.2. Using a thermal and
nonrelativistic approach as discussed in [42], vorticity (ω)
and temperature (T) are related to ρ00 and vector
meson polarization (PV) as ρ00 ≃ 1

3f1 − ½ðω=TÞ2=3(g and
PV ≃ ð2ω=3TÞ, respectively. Also in this approach, the
measured ρ00 for K%0 would correspond to K%0 polarization
of ∼0.6and the ρ00 for ϕ mesons would give ϕ meson
polarization of ∼0.3.
In the recombination model, Λ polarization depends

linearly on quark polarization whereas vector meson
polarization depends quadratically on it. One would there-
fore expect the polarization for K%0 to be of the same order
or smaller than the one measured for theΛ at LHC [41], i.e.,
vanishing small [Oð0.01%Þ] rather than order 1. The large
effect observed for the ρ00 in mid-central Pb-Pb collisions
at low pT is therefore puzzling. This result should stimulate
further theoretical work in order to study which effects
could make such a huge difference between Λ and K%0

polarization. Possible reasons may include the transfer of
the quark polarization to the hadrons (baryon vs meson),
details of the hadronization mechanism (recombination vs
fragmentation), rescattering, regeneration, and possibly the
lifetime and mass of the relevant hadron. Moreover, the
vector mesons are predominantly directly produced
whereas the hyperons have large contributions from res-
onance decays.
In conclusion, for the first time, evidence has been found

for a significant spin alignment of vector mesons in heavy-
ion collisions. The effect is strongest at low pT with respect
to a vector perpendicular to the reaction plane and for mid-
central (10–50%) collisions. These observations are quali-
tatively consistent with expectations from the effect of large
initial angular momentum in noncentral heavy-ion colli-
sions, which leads to quark polarization via spin-orbit
coupling, subsequently transferred to hadronic degrees of
freedom by hadronization via recombination. However, the
measured spin alignment is surprisingly large compared to
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FIG. 3. Measurements of ρ00 as a function of hNparti forK%0 and
ϕ mesons at low and high pT in Pb-Pb collisions. The statistical
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visibility.
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Large deviation from 1/3, which cannot be explained by the vorticity picture 
 

The deviation in opposite way between: 
K* and φ at RHIC 
LHC and RHIC for φ

Figure 1. Cartoon of a non-central nuclear
collision. The arrows indicate the collective
velocity of the matter at z = 0 plane.

Figure 2. Diagram explaining the notations for di↵erent
angles discussed in the text. p⇤ is the proton momentum in
the hyperon rest frame. Vertical direction is the direction of
the global orbital momentum – the global polarization
direction. �p is the proton emission azimuth in the system
with x � z plane aligned with the reaction plane.

The simplest way to measure the global polarization is via analysis of the angular distributions of
the products of weakly decaying hyperons. Weak interaction violates parity, and, e.g. in the lambda
hyperon decay the protons are emitted preferentially in the direction of the lambda’s spin:

dN

d cos ✓⇤
/ 1 + ↵H PH cos ✓⇤, (2)

where ✓⇤ is the polar angle of the proton emission relative to the polarization direction in the hyperon
rest frame, �1  PH  1 is the hyperon polarization, and the parameter ↵⇤ = �↵⇤̄ ⇡ 0.624. To
measure the polarization of strongly decaying particles is obviously significantly more di�cult. It is
not at all possible for spin 1/2 particles; for the vector mesons one can hope to measure the deviation
from 1/3 of the probability for the spin projection to be zero [8]. The angular distribution (averaged
over the azimuthal distribution around the polarization direction) of the decay products in this case
reads:

dN

d cos ✓⇤
/ ⇢0,0|Y1,0|2 + ⇢1,1|Y1,�1|2 + ⇢�1,�1|Y1,1|2 / ⇢0,0 cos2 ✓⇤ +

1
2

(⇢1,1 + ⇢�1,�1) sin2 ✓⇤ (3)

/ (1 � ⇢0,0) + (3 ⇢0,0 � 1) cos2 ✓⇤ (4)

where ⇢0,0, ⇢1,1, and ⇢�1,�1 are the probabilities for the particle to have spin projection on the direction
of polarization to be zero, +1, and �1, respectively. The deviation from the non-polarized state value
⇢0,0 = 1/3 is in this case a second order e↵ect [8]. For example, an estimate based on Eq. 1 yields
⇢00 = 1/[3 + (!/T )2].

To measure the hyperon global polarization or vector meson spin alignment experimentally, one
can either analyze directly the distributions in ✓⇤, or, in case of the global polarization direction de-
fined by the one of the flow event planes, analyze the azimuthal distribution of the decay products
(in the resonance rest frame) relative to that flow plane. The azimuthal distribution analysis can beX. Sheng, L. Oliva, and Q. Wang, PRD101.096005(2020) 

X. Sheng, Q.Wang, and X. Wang, PRD102.056013 (2020)

Mean field of φ meson may play a role?  
Does it change from RHIC to LHC only for φ?
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Yasuki Tachibana, “Collective flow induced by energetic partons in heavy-ion collisions”
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Collective flow induced by 1-jet

YT and T. Hirano, Nucl.Phys.A904-905 2013 (2013) 1023c-1026c

■ 1-jet traveling through a uniform fluid
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decorrelation of anisotropic flow of final hadrons with large
pseudorapidity gaps [32,33].
Convective flow and vorticity distribution.—The initial

conditions constructed from the AMPT-HIJING model con-
tain fluctuations in the local fluid velocity [32] due to string
breaking and minijets. These fluctuations in fluid velocity
and the energy density lead to nonvanishing local vorticity
as well as global net vorticity along the orbital angular
momentum of noncentral collisions [13].
According to the definition of the vorticity ωμ, it has

contributions from convection (the spatial gradient of the
fluid velocity), acceleration (the temporal gradient of the
fluid velocity), and conduction (the spatial and temporal
gradient of the temperature). Within the CLVisc calculations,
we find that the vorticity is dominated by convection. The
system develops large longitudinal fluid velocity quickly
along the beam directions in the early time, while the
transverse gradient in the initial energy density also leads to
a buildup of a radial component of the fluid velocity. This
convective fluid velocity field gives rise to a transverse
vorticity distribution that has a right-handed toroidal
structure (ringlike) around each beam direction. Shown
in Fig. 1 as arrows are distributions of ~ω⊥ðx; yÞ in the
transverse plane at a spatial rapidity η ¼ 4 and a proper
time τ ¼ 3 fm=c in a semiperipheral (20%–30%) Auþ Au
collision at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 200 GeV from the CLVisc simulations.

One can clearly see the right-handed toroidal structure
(module fluctuations) around the beam direction (out of the
transverse plane). The total net vorticity h

P
ωyi projected

to the reaction plane is nonzero for noncentral collisions.

The magnitude of the local transverse vorticity ~ω⊥ and the
net total vorticity h

P
ωyi should both increase with

centrality, spatial rapidity, and decreasing energy [13].
Similarly, the collective flow of the hot spots (denoted by

dashed arrows in Fig. 1) can also lead to convective flow in
the radial direction. Because of approximate local boost
invariance of the fluid, this leads to pairings of the positive
and negative longitudinal vorticity ωη’s, or vortex pairings,
in the transverse plane at a given spatial rapidity, shown as
colored contours in Fig. 1. Such vortex pairing is essen-
tially a 2D manifestation of a 3D toroid of vorticity
elongated in the longitudinal direction. Since the longi-
tudinal vorticity is caused mainly by transverse fluctua-
tions, its magnitude and structure should depend on
centrality but not on colliding energy and rapidity. The
average value over the entire transverse plane h

P
ωηi,

however, should vanish.
Hyperon spin correlation.—Since the spin polarization is

directly proportional to the local vorticity, the spatial
structure in Fig. 1 is expected to show up in the azimuthal
correlation of Λ spin polarization due to radial expansion,
which correlates the spatial azimuthal angle of the fluid
cells to the azimuthal angle of final hadron’s transverse
momentum. Therefore, we propose using the spin corre-
lations of two Λ’s to study the vortical structure of the
expanding fluid in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
Shown in Fig. 2 are the transverse and longitudinal spin
correlations of two Λ’s, h~P⊥ðϕ1Þ · ~P⊥ðϕ2Þi and
hPηðϕ1ÞPηðϕ2Þi, respectively, as functions of the azimuthal
angle difference jϕ1 − ϕ2j of their momenta. In our CLVisc

hydrosimulations of semicentral (20%–30%) Pbþ Pb col-
lisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 2.76 TeV, we have set the shear

viscosity to entropy density ratio to ηv=s ¼ 0.08 (the solid
lines) and 0.0 (the dashed lines). As expected, the trans-
verse spin correlation in azimuthal angle has an approxi-
mate cosine form due to the toroidal structure of the
transverse vorticity around the beam direction plus an
offset due to the global spin polarization. Both the
amplitude of the oscillation (the local polarization) and
the offset (the global polarization) increase with rapidity as
well as with ηv=s. The longitudinal spin correlation, on the
other hand, displays a different behavior. The oscillation in
jϕ1 − ϕ2j is the result of vortex pairing in the transverse
plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The sign change at jϕ1 −
ϕ2j≈ 1 indicates the typical opening angle of the vortex
pairs from the convective radial flow due to transverse
geometry and fluctuations. The rise of the correlation at
large angles is the result of spin correlations from different
vortex pairs in the transverse plane. The amplitude of the
longitudinal spin correlation increases slightly with rapidity
but decreases slightly with ηv=s.
In Fig. 3, we show (a) the Λ transverse spin correlations

in the rapidity range Y ∈ ½2; 3&and (b) the longitudinal spin
correlation in Y ∈ ½0; 1&in semiperipheral (20%–30%) and
central (0%–5%) Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 62.4,

(fm)

(f
m

)

(GeV)

(GeV)

FIG. 1. Transverse (arrows) and longitudinal vorticity (contour)
distributions in the transverse plane at η ¼ 4 in semiperipheral
(20%–30%) Auþ Au collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 200 GeV with shear

viscosity to entropy density ratio ηv=s ¼ 0.08. Dashed arrows
indicate the radial flow of hot spots. A cutoff in energy density
ϵ > 0.03 GeV=fm3 is imposed. The direction of the beam (target)
is out of plane (⊙) [into the plane (⊗)]. The orbital angular
momentum of the collision is along −ŷ.
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S. Voloshin, SQM2017

Stronger flow in in-plane than in out-of-plane 
could make local vorticity along beam axis, thus polarization

(if perfect detector)

dN

d⌦⇤ =
1

4⇡
(1 + ↵HPH · p⇤

p)

hcos ✓⇤pi =
Z

dN

d⌦⇤ cos ✓⇤pd⌦
⇤

= ↵HPzh(cos ✓⇤p)2i

) Pz =
hcos ✓⇤pi

↵Hh(cos ✓⇤p)2i

=
3hcos ✓⇤pi

↵H

F. Becattini and I. Karpenko, PRL120.012302 (2018)

αH: hyperon decay parameter 
θp*: θ of daughter proton in Λ rest frame

z

x

y
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Sine structure as expected from the elliptic flow

Some models cannot describe the sign but some can 
do. Note that they reasonably describe “global” PH. 

   - F. Becattini and I. Karpenko, PRL.120.012302 (2018) 
   - X. Xia et al., PRC98.024905 (2018)  
   - Y. Sun and C.-M. Ko, PRC99, 011903(R) (2019)  
   - Y. Xie, D. Wang, and L. P. Csernai, Eur. Phys. J. C (2020) 80:39 
   - W. Florkowski et al., Phys. Rev. C 100, 054907 (2019) 
   - H.-Z. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. Research 1, 033058 (2019) 
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FIG. 2. (Color online) ⟨cos θ∗p⟩ of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of azimuthal angle φ relative to the second-order event
plane Ψ2 for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-

tainties and ⟨⟩sub denotes the subtraction of the acceptance
effect (see text). Solid lines show the fit with the sine function
shown inside the figure. Note that the data are not corrected
for the event plane resolution.

and 0.5 < η < 1) for Ψ2 determination (< 11%), and
estimates of the possible background contribution to the
signal (4.3%). The numbers are for mid-central colli-
sions. Also the uncertainty from the decay parameter is
accounted for (2% for Λ and 9.6% for Λ̄, see Ref. [11] for
the detail). We further studied the effect of a possible
self-correlation between the particles used for the Λ (Λ̄)
reconstruction and the event plane by explicitly removing
the daughter particles from the event plane calculation
in Eq. (2). There was no significant difference between
the results. The Λ and Λ̄ reconstruction efficiencies were
estimated using GEANT [28] simulations of the STAR
detector [19]. The correction is found to lower mean val-
ues of the Pz sine coefficient by ∼10% in peripheral col-
lisions and increases up to ∼50% in central collisions,
although the variations are within statistical uncertain-
ties. No significant difference was observed between Λ
and Λ̄ as expected. Therefore, results from both samples
were combined to reduce statistical uncertainties.
Figure 3 presents the centrality dependence of the sec-

ond Fourier sine coefficient ⟨Pz sin(2φ − 2Ψ2)⟩. The in-
crease of the signal with decreasing centrality is likely
due to increasing elliptic flow contributions in peripheral
collisions. We note that, unlike elliptic flow, the polariza-
tion does disappear in the most central collisions, where
the elliptic flow is still significant due to initial density
fluctuations. Because of large uncertainties in periph-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient
of the polarization of Λ and Λ̄ along the beam direction as
a function of the collision centrality in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-
tainties. Dotted line shows the AMPT calculation [27] scaled
by 0.2 (no pT selection). Solid and dot-dashed lines with the
bands show the blast-wave (BW) model calculation for pT = 1
GeV/c with Λ mass (see text for details).

eral collisions, it is not clear whether the signal continues
to increase or levels off. The results are compared to a
multiphase transport (AMPT) model [27] as shown with
the dotted line. The AMPT model predicts the opposite
phase of the modulations and overestimates the magni-
tude. The blast-wave model study is discussed later.

Since the elliptic flow also depends on pT as well as on
the centrality, the polarization may have pT dependence.
Figure 4 shows the sine coefficients of Pz as a function
of the hyperon transverse momentum. No significant pT
dependence is observed for pT > 1 GeV/c, and the statis-
tical precision of the single data point for pT < 1 GeV/c
is not enough to allow for definitive conclusions about the
low pT dependence. In the hydrodynamic model calcula-
tion [14], the sine coefficient of Pz increases in magnitude
with pT but shows the opposite sign to the data.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the hydrodynamic and
AMPT models predict the opposite sign in the sine co-
efficient of the polarization and their magnitudes differ
from the data roughly by a factor of 5. The reason of
this sign difference is under discussion in the community.
However, the sign change may be due to the relation
between azimuthal anisotropy and spatial anisotropy at
freeze-out [13]. There could be contributions from the
kinematic vorticity originating from the elliptic flow as
well as from the temporal gradient of temperatures at
the time of hadronization [14]. A recent calculation us-

STAR, PRL123.13201 (2019)
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FIG. 2. Map of longitudinal component of polarization of midrapidity ⇤ from a hydrodynamic calculation corresponding to

20-50% central Au-Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV (left) and 20-50% central Pb-Pb collisions at

p
sNN = 2760 GeV (right).

where ' is the transverse momentum azimuthal angle,

set to be zero at the reaction plane. In the above equa-

tion the longitudinal spin component is a function of the

spectrum alone at Y = 0. By expanding it in Fourier

series in ' and retaining only the elliptic flow term, one

obtains:

Sz
(pT , Y = 0) = �

dT/d⌧

4mT

@

@'
2v2(pT ) cos 2'

=
dT

d⌧

1

mT
v2(pT ) sin 2' (13)

meaning, comparing this result to eq. (7) that in this

case:

f2(pT ) = 2
dT

d⌧

1

mT
v2(pT )

This simple formula only applies under special assump-

tions with regard to the hydrodynamic temperature evo-

lution, but it clearly shows the salient features of the

longitudinal polarization at mid-rapidity as a function of

transverse momentum and how it can provide direct in-

formation on the temperature gradient at hadronization.

It also shows, as has been mentioned - that it is driven by

physical quantities related to transverse expansion and

that it is independent of longitudinal expansion.

Polarization of ⇤ hyperons along the beam line
The above conclusion is confirmed by more realistic 3D

viscous hydrodynamic simulations of heavy ion collisions

using averaged initial state from Monte Carlo Glauber

model with its parameters set as in [16]. We have cal-

culated the polarization vector P⇤
= 2S⇤

of primary ⇤

hyperons with Y = 0 in their rest frame (note that at

mid-rapidity S⇤z
= Sz

). The resulting transverse mo-

mentum dependence of P ⇤z
is shown in fig. 2 for 20-50%

central Au-Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 (RHIC) and

20-50% Pb-Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2760 GeV (LHC).

FIG. 3. Second harmonic of the longitudinal component of ⇤

polarization f2 from hydrodynamic simulations as a function

of pT for di↵erent energies.

The corresponding second harmonic coe�cients f2 are

displayed in fig. 3 for 4 di↵erent collision energies: 7.7,

19.6 GeV (calculated with initial state from the UrQMD

cascade [17]), 200 and 2760 GeV (with the initial state

from Monte Carlo Glauber [16]). It is worth noting that,

whilst the P y
component, along the angular momentum,

decreases by about a factor 10 between
p
sNN = 7.7 and

200 GeV, f2 decreases by only 35%. We also find that

the mean, pT integrated value of f2 stays around 0.2% at

all collision energies, owing to two compensating e↵ects:

decreasing pT di↵erential f2(pT ) and increasing mean pT
with increasing collision energy.

In principle, the longitudinal polarization of ⇤ hyper-

ons can be measured in a similar fashion as for the compo-

px [GeV/c]

p y
 [G

eV
/c

] + -

- +
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FIG. 5. The average polarizations hPx · sign(Y )i, hPy · sign(Y )i and hPzi for ⇤ as functions of azimuthal angle �p in 20-50%
central Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV (left) and Pb+Pb collisions at 2760 GeV (right).

Fig. 5 shows the results of hPx · sign(Y )i, hPy · sign(Y )i
and hPzi for the ⇤ hyperons as functions of azimuthal
angle �p in 20-50% central Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV
and Pb+Pb collisions at 2760 GeV, where the whole
range of �p is divided into 24 bins. We can see that the
shapes of hPx · sign(Y )i, hPy · sign(Y )i and hPzi are in
analogy to sin�p, � cos�p and � sin(2�p) respectively,
as described by Eq. (12). The features of three quan-
tities at two collisional energies are quite similar. We
have also checked that the harmonic behaviors also ex-
ist at energies 7.7-62.4 GeV. It is worthwhile to point
that although the global polarization PG

x and PG
z are

zero due to the symmetry and PG
y is almost vanishing atp

sNN = 200 GeV [18] and 2760 GeV [37] due to the rea-
son given in the above paragraph, the local polarization
quantities hPx · signY i, hPy · signY i and hPzi are all non-
vanishing. We also see the magnitudes of hPx · sign(Y )i
and hPy · sign(Y )i (around 10%) are larger than that of
hPzi (around 1%). Our result for hPzi is consistent with
the viscous hydrodynamic simulations [33].

The Fourier coe�cients Fx, Fy and Fz in Eq. (12) can
be extracted from the magnitude of the harmonic behav-
ior in Fig. 5,

Fx = 2hPx · sign(Y ) sin�pi,
Fy = �2hPy · sign(Y ) cos�pi,
Fz = �2hPz · sin(2�p)i, (14)

where the averages are taken over 24 bins of the az-
imuthal angle. The results are shown in Fig. 6 as func-
tions of the centrality at

p
sNN = 200 GeV for Au+Au

and 2760 GeV for Pb+Pb collisions. The features of
these coe�cients are quite similar at two energies. We
see that Fx and Fy are at the same magnitude which
is larger than Fz. We also see that in the most central
collisions Fx and Fy are non-vanishing, while Fz is al-
most zero. This di↵erence can be understood by the fact
that Fz arises from the elliptic flow which does not exist
in central collisions while Fx and Fy are generated from
the violation of the longitudinal boost invariance which
exists in both central and non-central collisions.

V. SUMMARY

We give a systematic analysis on the vorticity struc-
ture and the distribution of ⇤ polarization in heavy-ion
collisions. We find that there are two contributions to
the vorticity field: one is from the OAM along the �y
direction giving the global polarization; another is from
the non-uniform expansion of the fireball, which leads to
a circular structure for the transverse vorticity !? and
a quadrupole pattern for the longitudinal vorticity !z in
the transverse plane. The space distribution of the vor-
ticity field can be probed by the local ⇤ polarization as
a function of the azimuthal angle �p and the rapidity Y
in momentum space, which is expected to have harmonic
behaviors as in Eq. (12).
For the numerical calculation of the local ⇤ polariza-

tion, we use the string-melting version of the AMPT
model. We run the simulations of Au+Au collisions at

AMPT, Au+Au 200 GeV 20-50%

4

FIG. 3: (Color online) Time evolution of average longitudinal
spin polarization of midrapidity quarks with momenta satis-
fying pxpy > 0.

the expectation discussed in Sec. II. Its final magnitude
is also of the order of 10−2.
Since ωz is along the negative z direction in the region

xy > 0, it leads to a longitudinal spin polarization in the
negative z direction for quarks of momenta pxpy > 0, as
shown by the green dash-dotted line in Fig. 3. However,
its magnitude is only of the order of 10−3 and slowly
increases with time.
Including all components of the vorticity field, which

is shown by the black solid line in Fig. 3, we find that the
total longitudinal spin polarization of quarks of momenta
pxpy > 0 is initially along the negative z direction, as a
result of the larger effect of ωy than that of ωx. After
about 2.5 fm/c, the effect of ωx becomes more important
than that of ωy, and this makes the longitudinal spin
polarization of these quarks less negative. Finally, the
sign of the longitudinal polarization is along the positive
z direction after 5 fm/c when the effect of ωx dominates
over the combined effects of ωy and ωz.

C. Rapidity dependence of longitudinal spin
polarization

In Fig. 4, we show the longitudinal spin polarization of
quarks as a function of the azimuthal angle in the trans-
verse plane of heavy ion collisions for different rapidity
ranges. It is seen that the longitudinal spin polariza-
tion indeed has a quadrupole pattern and is positive for
quarks pxpy > 0, which has the same pattern and similar
magnitude as those of Λ hyperons measured in experi-
ments [22], and differs from the longitudinal polarization
calculated from ωz by assuming local thermal equilib-

FIG. 4: (Color online) Average longitudinal spin polarization
of quarks as a function of azimuthal angle φp for different
rapidity ranges.

rium of the spin degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the
amplitude of the azimuthal dependence, which can be
expressed as sin(2φp), is larger for the larger rapidity,
and this is due to the larger values of longitudinal and
transverse vorticities at larger η [11, 15].
We also show the longitudinal spin polarization of

strange quarks in Fig. 5, which is expected to be almost
identical to that of Λ hyperons [1, 19, 30]. It is seen
that the amplitude of the azimuthal angle dependence
of the longitudinal spin polarization of strange quarks is
smaller than that of light quarks, but is still comparable
to the experimental results [22]. The reason for this is
because of the mass effect in the chiral kinetic approach
and the different spatial and temporal distributions be-
tween initial strange and light quarks from the AMPT
model.
We further find that with a smaller quark cross sec-

tion, the longitudinal spin polarization of quarks would
decrease and can even change the overall sign of the
quadrupole pattern of the longitudinal spin polarization.
This thus indicates that taking into account the non-
equilibrium effect, which is included in the chiral kinetic
approach, is important for understanding the local spin
polarization of quarks and thus Λ hyperons.

V. SUMMARY

Using the chiral kinetic approach, which takes into
account the axial charge redistribution in the vorticity
field, with initial quark phase-space distributions taken
from the AMPT model, we have studied the effect of
the transverse components of local vorticity field on the
longitudinal spin polarization of quarks. We have found
that the longitudinal spin polarization of quarks depends
not only on the longitudinal component of the vorticity

Hydrodynamic model

Chiral kinetic approach

polarization of quarks

Incomplete thermal equilibrium of spin degree of freedom?
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The transverse momentum distribution
of longitudinal polarization, ⇧0z, for Au-Au 200 GeV collisions
with impact parameter ratio b0 = 0.68 at rapidity bin |y| < 1.

keeps the same sign distribution, i.e. (-, + , -, +), but
with magnitude growing from about 2% to 8% at large
transverse momentum. Meanwhile, the second term flips
it sign distribution, from (-,+ ,-,+) to (+, - , +, -), and
grows faster to a magnitude of 12%, which is larger than
the first term. Two points are worthy to be noticed here:

(1) The magnitude, of either the first/second term or
the total of longitudinal polarization, increases from low
energy (8 GeV) to high energy (200 GeV). This seems
contradicts with a previous work [28], where the second
harmonic coe�cient of the longitudinal polarization de-
creases with energy increasing from 7.7 GeV to 2.76 TeV;

(2) The second term, in our model, plays crucial role
to obtain the experimentally observed sign structure and
magnitude of the longitudinal polarization: it has a sign
structure of (+, - , +, -), and a larger magnitude, cover-
ing the first term’s opposite signature and amending the
polarization value into a smaller but correct magnitude.
This is similar to ref. [23], where the total longitudinal
polarization flips its sign distribution with respect to that
of the first term, although the signatures therein are just
opposite to our results.

Then we explore also the global polarization as a func-
tion of rapidity, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5. The
red dashed line in the lower panel figure is a rough approx-
imation of the experimental data, which shows no signifi-
cant dependence on the rapidity and fluctuates around the
averaged value 3%. One can see that the global polariza-
tion from our model also shows no significant dependence
on the rapidity. The global polarization, ⇧0y, for b0 =
0.5, 0.6, 0.68, fluctuates around the average value of 2.8%,
3.8% and 6% respectively, which are magnitudes similar
to the global polarization. For more peripheral collisions,
the fluctuations are relatively larger, e.g. at the case of
b0 = 0.68, there exists a dip in rapidity bin |y| < 0.4.
Beyond the rapidity range |y| > 1 the global polarization
goes down rapidly to zero.

Fig. 4. (Color online) The first term of longitudinal polar-
ization, ⇧1z, and sencond term of longitudinal polarization,
⇧2z, distributed on transverse momentum plane, for Au+Au
200GeV collisions with impact parameter ratio b0 = 0.68 at
rapidity bin |y| < 1.

The first term of the y-directed polarization, as shown
in the upper panel of Fig. 5, exhibits a normal distribution
with respect to the rapidity, with peak value at center ra-
pidity y = 0, which is similar to the vorticity distribution
on pseudo-rapidity from AMPT model[29]. This similarity
of structure simply demonstrates the definition of polar-
ization vector’s first term, i.e. ⇧1y arises purely from the
spatial component of relativistic vorticity, ! = 1

2r ⇥ �.
For more peripheral collisions with larger impact param-
eter, the global polarization distribution peaks higher at
center rapidity y = 0 and goes down faster to zero with a
narrower width. Finally, the two figures together indicate
that the second term related to the system expansion, flat-
ten the peak of the first term induced by classical vorticity,
resulting in an even distribution of global polarization on
the rapidity.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient of
the longitudinal polarization of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of pT for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-
tainties. Magenta dashed line shows the hydrodynamic model
calculation [14] scaled by 0.2. Solid and dot-dashed lines with
the bands show the blast-wave (BW) model calculations with
Λ mass.

ing the chiral kinetic approach predicts the same sign
as the data [29]. The model accounts for the transverse
component of the vorticity, resulting in axial charge cur-
rents. Note that both the hydrodynamic and transport
models calculate local vorticity at freeze-out and convert
it to the polarization assuming local thermal equilibrium
of the spin degrees of freedom, while the chiral kinetic
approach takes into account nonequilibrium effects but
does not consider a contribution from the temperature
gradient which is a main source of Pz in the hydrody-
namic model.

These models indicate that the contribution from the
kinematic vorticity to Pz is negligible or opposite in the
sign to the naive expectation from the elliptic flow. In or-
der to estimate the contribution from the kinematic vor-
ticity we employed the blast-wave model (BW) [30–32].
Following Ref. [32] we parameterize the system velocity
field at freeze-out with temperature (T ) and transverse
flow rapidity (ρ) defined as ρ = r̃[ρ0 + ρ2 cos(2φb)]. Here
ρ0 and ρ2 are the maximal radial expansion rapidity and
its azimuthal modulation, r̃ is the relative distance to
the edge of the source, and φb defines the direction of the
local velocity as indicated in Fig. 1. The source shape,
assumed to be elliptical in the transverse plane, is pa-
rameterized by the Ry and Rx radii. Boost invariance is
assumed. Two fits to the data are performed: in one only
spectra and elliptic flow of π, K, and p(p̄) are fit; the sec-

ond fit [33] also includes azimuthal-angle-dependence of
the pion Gaussian source radii at freeze-out as measured
via Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) intensity interfer-
ometry. The average longitudinal vorticity is calculated
according to the following formula:

⟨ωz sin(2φ)⟩ =
!

dφs

!

rdr I2(αt)K1(βt)ωz sin(2φb)
!

dφs

!

rdr I0(αt)K1(βt)
(4)

ωz =
1

2

"

∂uy

∂x
−

∂ux

∂y

#

, (5)

where the integration is over the transverse cross-
sectional area of the source, uµ is a four-vector of the lo-
cal flow velocity [32], φs is the azimuth of the production
point (see Fig. 1 for the relation to φb), αt = pT /T sinh ρ,
βt = mT /T cosh ρ; In and K1 are the modified Bessel
functions. Assuming a local thermal equilibrium, the
longitudinal component of the polarization is estimated
as Pz ≈ ωz/(2T ). The uncertainties shown for the BW
model calculations corresponds to 1 σ variation in the
model parameters. See Ref. [34] for more details.
The BW calculations are compared to the data in

Figs. 3 and 4. From central to mid-central collisions both
BW calculations show positive sine coefficients which are
compatible in both sign and magnitude to the measure-
ment, although the BW model is based on a very sim-
ple picture of the freeze-out condition. It was shown in
Ref. [13] that the vorticity in the BW model has the
effects of the velocity field anisotropy (ρ2/ρ0) and the
spacial source anisotropy (Ry/Rx) contributing with op-
posite signs, which can explain a strong sensitivity of the
BW model predictions in the peripheral collisions to the
inclusions of the HBT radii.
We have presented the first measurements of the longi-

tudinal component of the polarization for Λ and Λ̄ hyper-
ons in Au+Au collisions at

√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Finite sig-
nals of a quadrupole modulation of both Λ and Λ̄ polar-
ization along the beam direction are observed and found
to be qualitatively consistent with the expectation from
the vorticity component along the beam direction due to
the elliptic flow. The results exhibit a strong centrality
dependence with increasing magnitude as the collision
centrality becomes more peripheral. No significant pT
dependence is observed above pT > 1 GeV/c. A drop-off
of the signal is hinted at for pT < 1 GeV/c. The data
were compared to calculations from hydrodynamic and
AMPT models, both of which show the opposite phase of
the modulation and overpredict the magnitude of the po-
larization. This might indicate incomplete thermal equi-
libration of the spin degrees of freedom for the beam
direction component of the vorticity/polarization, as it
develops later in time compared to the global polariza-
tion. On the other hand, the blast-wave model calcu-
lations are much closer to the data, even more so when
the azimuthally sensitive HBT results along with the pT
spectra and v2 are included in the model fit. The blast-
wave model predicts the correct phase of Pz modulation

pT and centrality dependence of Pz modulation
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STAR, PRL123.13201 (2019)
BW parameters obtained with HBT: STAR, PRC71.044906 (2005)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient of
the longitudinal polarization of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of pT for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-

tainties. Magenta dashed line shows the hydrodynamic model
calculation [14] scaled by 0.2. Solid and dot-dashed lines with
the bands shows the blast-wave model calculations.

In order to estimate the contribution from the kine-244

matic vorticity, we employed the blast-wave model245

(BW) [28–30]. Following [30] we parameterize the system246

velocity field at freeze-out with temperature T and maxi-247

mal radial expansion rapidity ρ0 and its azimuthal modu-248

lation ρ2 (ρ = r̃[ρ0+ρ2 cos(2φs)] with r̃ being the relative249

distance to the edge of the source). The source is assumed250

to be elliptical in the transverse plane parametrized by251

Ry and Rx radii. Boost invariance is assumed. Two fits252

to the data are performed: in one only spectra and el-253

liptic flow are fit; the second fit [31] also includes the254

HBT radii dependence on the azimuthal angle. The av-255

erage longitudinal vorticity is calculated according to the256

following formula:257

⟨ωz sin(2φ)⟩ =
!
dφs

!
rdr I2(αt)K1(βt)ωz sin(2φb)!
dφs

!
rdr I0(αt)K1(βt)

(5)258

ωz =
1

2

"
∂uy

∂x
− ∂ux

∂y

#
, (6)259

where the integration is over the transverse cross-260

sectional area of the source, uµ is a four-vector of the261

local flow velocity [30], φs is the azimuth of the produc-262

tion point, φb defines the direction of the local velocity,263

αt = pT /T sinh ρ, βt = mT /T cosh ρ; In and K1 are264

the modified Bessel functions. Assuming a local thermal265

equilibrium, the longitudinal component of the polariza-266

tion is estimated as Pz ≈ ωz/(2T ). See Ref. [32] for more267

details.268

The BW calculations are compared to the data in269

Figs. 2 and 3. In central to mid-central collisions, the270

both BW calculations show a positive sine modulation271

as observed in the data and their magnitudes are com-272

parable to the data, although the BW model is based on273

a very simple picture of the freeze-out condition. It was274

shown in Ref. [13] that the vorticity in the BW model has275

the effects of the velocity field anisotropy (ρ2/ρ0) and the276

spacial source anisotropy (Ry/Rx) contributing with op-277

posite signs, which can explain a strong sensitivity of the278

BW model predictions in the peripheral collisions to the279

detail of the fit – including the HBT radii or not.280

In conclusions, we have presented the first measure-281

ments of longitudinal component of the polarization for282

Λ and Λ̄ hyperons in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200283

GeV. Finite signals of a quadrupole modulation of both284

Λ and Λ̄ polarization along the beam direction was ob-285

served and qualitatively consistent with the expectation286

from the vorticity component along the beam direction287

due to the elliptic flow. Results exhibit a strong cen-288

trality dependence with magnitude increasing in more289

peripheral collisions. No significant pT dependence is ob-290

served above pT > 1 GeV/c and a hint of drop-off at291

pT < 1 GeV/c. The data were compared to the hydro-292

dynamic model and AMPT model, both of which show293

the opposite phase of the modulation and over predict294

the magnitude of the polarization. This might indicate295

incomplete thermal equilibration of the angular degrees296

of freedom for the beam direction component of the vor-297

ticity/polarization, as it develops later in time compared298

to the global polarization. On the other hand the blast-299

wave model calculations are much closer to the data, in300

particular if in the BW model fit one includes the az-301

imuthally sensitive HBT results along with pT spectra302

and v2. The blast-wave model predicts the correct phase303

of Pz modulation and a similar pT dependence; the ver-304

sion with HBT radii included in the fit also reasonablely305

describe the centrality dependence. These results provide306

the information on the role of the vorticity in heavy-ion307

collisions. Further theoretical and experimental studies308

are needed for better understanding.309
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ui: local flow velocity  
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FIG. 2. (Color online) ⟨cos θ∗p⟩ of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of azimuthal angle φ relative to the second-order event
plane Ψ2 for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-

tainties and ⟨⟩sub denotes the subtraction of the acceptance
effect (see text). Solid lines show the fit with the sine function
shown inside the figure. Note that the data are not corrected
for the event plane resolution.

and 0.5 < η < 1) for Ψ2 determination (< 11%), and
estimates of the possible background contribution to the
signal (4.3%). The numbers are for mid-central colli-
sions. Also the uncertainty from the decay parameter is
accounted for (2% for Λ and 9.6% for Λ̄, see Ref. [11] for
the detail). We further studied the effect of a possible
self-correlation between the particles used for the Λ (Λ̄)
reconstruction and the event plane by explicitly removing
the daughter particles from the event plane calculation
in Eq. (2). There was no significant difference between
the results. The Λ and Λ̄ reconstruction efficiencies were
estimated using GEANT [28] simulations of the STAR
detector [19]. The correction is found to lower mean val-
ues of the Pz sine coefficient by ∼10% in peripheral col-
lisions and increases up to ∼50% in central collisions,
although the variations are within statistical uncertain-
ties. No significant difference was observed between Λ
and Λ̄ as expected. Therefore, results from both samples
were combined to reduce statistical uncertainties.
Figure 3 presents the centrality dependence of the sec-

ond Fourier sine coefficient ⟨Pz sin(2φ − 2Ψ2)⟩. The in-
crease of the signal with decreasing centrality is likely
due to increasing elliptic flow contributions in peripheral
collisions. We note that, unlike elliptic flow, the polariza-
tion does disappear in the most central collisions, where
the elliptic flow is still significant due to initial density
fluctuations. Because of large uncertainties in periph-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient
of the polarization of Λ and Λ̄ along the beam direction as
a function of the collision centrality in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-
tainties. Dotted line shows the AMPT calculation [27] scaled
by 0.2 (no pT selection). Solid and dot-dashed lines with the
bands show the blast-wave (BW) model calculation for pT = 1
GeV/c with Λ mass (see text for details).

eral collisions, it is not clear whether the signal continues
to increase or levels off. The results are compared to a
multiphase transport (AMPT) model [27] as shown with
the dotted line. The AMPT model predicts the opposite
phase of the modulations and overestimates the magni-
tude. The blast-wave model study is discussed later.

Since the elliptic flow also depends on pT as well as on
the centrality, the polarization may have pT dependence.
Figure 4 shows the sine coefficients of Pz as a function
of the hyperon transverse momentum. No significant pT
dependence is observed for pT > 1 GeV/c, and the statis-
tical precision of the single data point for pT < 1 GeV/c
is not enough to allow for definitive conclusions about the
low pT dependence. In the hydrodynamic model calcula-
tion [14], the sine coefficient of Pz increases in magnitude
with pT but shows the opposite sign to the data.

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the hydrodynamic and
AMPT models predict the opposite sign in the sine co-
efficient of the polarization and their magnitudes differ
from the data roughly by a factor of 5. The reason of
this sign difference is under discussion in the community.
However, the sign change may be due to the relation
between azimuthal anisotropy and spatial anisotropy at
freeze-out [13]. There could be contributions from the
kinematic vorticity originating from the elliptic flow as
well as from the temporal gradient of temperatures at
the time of hadronization [14]. A recent calculation us-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient of
the longitudinal polarization of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of pT for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-
tainties. Magenta dashed line shows the hydrodynamic model
calculation [14] scaled by 0.2. Solid and dot-dashed lines with
the bands show the blast-wave (BW) model calculations with
Λ mass.

ing the chiral kinetic approach predicts the same sign
as the data [29]. The model accounts for the transverse
component of the vorticity, resulting in axial charge cur-
rents. Note that both the hydrodynamic and transport
models calculate local vorticity at freeze-out and convert
it to the polarization assuming local thermal equilibrium
of the spin degrees of freedom, while the chiral kinetic
approach takes into account nonequilibrium effects but
does not consider a contribution from the temperature
gradient which is a main source of Pz in the hydrody-
namic model.

These models indicate that the contribution from the
kinematic vorticity to Pz is negligible or opposite in the
sign to the naive expectation from the elliptic flow. In or-
der to estimate the contribution from the kinematic vor-
ticity we employed the blast-wave model (BW) [30–32].
Following Ref. [32] we parameterize the system velocity
field at freeze-out with temperature (T ) and transverse
flow rapidity (ρ) defined as ρ = r̃[ρ0 + ρ2 cos(2φb)]. Here
ρ0 and ρ2 are the maximal radial expansion rapidity and
its azimuthal modulation, r̃ is the relative distance to
the edge of the source, and φb defines the direction of the
local velocity as indicated in Fig. 1. The source shape,
assumed to be elliptical in the transverse plane, is pa-
rameterized by the Ry and Rx radii. Boost invariance is
assumed. Two fits to the data are performed: in one only
spectra and elliptic flow of π, K, and p(p̄) are fit; the sec-

ond fit [33] also includes azimuthal-angle-dependence of
the pion Gaussian source radii at freeze-out as measured
via Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) intensity interfer-
ometry. The average longitudinal vorticity is calculated
according to the following formula:

⟨ωz sin(2φ)⟩ =
!

dφs

!

rdr I2(αt)K1(βt)ωz sin(2φb)
!

dφs

!

rdr I0(αt)K1(βt)
(4)

ωz =
1

2

"

∂uy

∂x
−

∂ux

∂y

#

, (5)

where the integration is over the transverse cross-
sectional area of the source, uµ is a four-vector of the lo-
cal flow velocity [32], φs is the azimuth of the production
point (see Fig. 1 for the relation to φb), αt = pT /T sinh ρ,
βt = mT /T cosh ρ; In and K1 are the modified Bessel
functions. Assuming a local thermal equilibrium, the
longitudinal component of the polarization is estimated
as Pz ≈ ωz/(2T ). The uncertainties shown for the BW
model calculations corresponds to 1 σ variation in the
model parameters. See Ref. [34] for more details.
The BW calculations are compared to the data in

Figs. 3 and 4. From central to mid-central collisions both
BW calculations show positive sine coefficients which are
compatible in both sign and magnitude to the measure-
ment, although the BW model is based on a very sim-
ple picture of the freeze-out condition. It was shown in
Ref. [13] that the vorticity in the BW model has the
effects of the velocity field anisotropy (ρ2/ρ0) and the
spacial source anisotropy (Ry/Rx) contributing with op-
posite signs, which can explain a strong sensitivity of the
BW model predictions in the peripheral collisions to the
inclusions of the HBT radii.
We have presented the first measurements of the longi-

tudinal component of the polarization for Λ and Λ̄ hyper-
ons in Au+Au collisions at

√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Finite sig-
nals of a quadrupole modulation of both Λ and Λ̄ polar-
ization along the beam direction are observed and found
to be qualitatively consistent with the expectation from
the vorticity component along the beam direction due to
the elliptic flow. The results exhibit a strong centrality
dependence with increasing magnitude as the collision
centrality becomes more peripheral. No significant pT
dependence is observed above pT > 1 GeV/c. A drop-off
of the signal is hinted at for pT < 1 GeV/c. The data
were compared to calculations from hydrodynamic and
AMPT models, both of which show the opposite phase of
the modulation and overpredict the magnitude of the po-
larization. This might indicate incomplete thermal equi-
libration of the spin degrees of freedom for the beam
direction component of the vorticity/polarization, as it
develops later in time compared to the global polariza-
tion. On the other hand, the blast-wave model calcu-
lations are much closer to the data, even more so when
the azimuthally sensitive HBT results along with the pT
spectra and v2 are included in the model fit. The blast-
wave model predicts the correct phase of Pz modulation

pT and centrality dependence of Pz modulation
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STAR, PRL123.13201 (2019)

 No strong pT dependence but a hint of drop-off at pT<1 GeV/c 
 Strong centrality dependence as in v2 
 Blast-Wave model as a simple estimate for kinematic vorticity can describe the data

BW parameters obtained with HBT: STAR, PRC71.044906 (2005)
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5

IV. SPIN POLARIZATION OF HYPERONS

The spatial structure of the thermal vorticity discussed in
Sec. III can be transformed into the structure of the spin po-
larization of ⇤ and ⇤̄ hyperons in momentum space. In Fig. 6
(left) we show our result for the global spin polarization of
⇤ and ⇤̄ hyperons along the y direction, i.e., the direction of
the total OAM, for Au + Au collisions in the centrality region
20-50% and rapidity region �1 < Y < 1 from

p
s = 7.7 to

200 GeV, where Y = 1
2 ln[(p0 + pz)/(p0 � pz)]. Within the

error bars, our numerical result is consistent with the experi-
mental data except for 7.7 GeV where the data for ⇤̄ is very
large. We do not take into account the possible feed-down
contributions to the global polarization; the previous estimate
showed that including such contributions will suppress the ⇤
and ⇤̄ polarization by about 10 � 20% [5, 48, 53–55]. Com-
paring to Fig. 1, we emphasize that the energy dependence of
Py is consistent with that of $zx. We also depict the pT and
rapidity Y dependence of the global polarization and compare
to the experimental data in Fig. 7. The results show different
patterns as those simulated in Ref. [56]. The rapidity depen-
dence is qualitatively consistent with the spacetime-rapidity
dependence of fluid vorticity [17]. Within error bars, consis-
tence between the data [6] and our simulation is seen.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (Left) The averaged ⇤ and ⇤̄ spin polarization
along y direction in 20-50% centrality range of Au+Au collisions as
a function of collision energy. The rapidity window for ⇤ and ⇤̄ is
|Y | < 1. Open points: STAR data [5, 6]. Red solid points: this work.
(Right) The spin polarization Py for ⌅0 and ⌦�. Other parameters
are the same as the left panel.

In Fig. 6 (right) we draw the spin polarization of ⌅0 and
⌦� for Au+Au collisions in 20 - 50% centrality range and ra-
pidity window |Y | < 1 . The results are similar with that of
⇤ and ⇤̄ and can be understood by noticing the mass ordering
and spin ordering among ⇤, ⌅0, and ⌦�: m⇤ < m⌅0 < m⌦�

and spin(⌦�) = 3/2, spin(⌅0) = spin(⇤) = 1/2. Accord-
ing to Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), lighter and higher-spin particles
are easier to be polarized by the fluid vorticity. The study of
⌅0 and ⌦� polarization may also provide useful information
for the understanding of the magnetic field contribution to the
spin polarization of hadrons. This is because that the valence
quark contents of ⇤, ⌅0, and ⌦� are uds, uss, and sss, re-
spectively, and their magnetic moments are all dominated by
strange quarks, µ⇤ ⇡ µs, µ⌅0 ⇡ 2µs, and µ⌦� ⇡ 3µs. As

µs ⇡ �0.613µN < 0, the magnetic field (which is roughly
along the same direction as the OAM) will give a negative
contribution to the spin polarization and thus will reduce the
polarization spitting among ⇤, ⌅0, and ⌦� or even violate the
polarization ordering as shown in Fig. 6 (right) which does not
contain any magnetic field contribution.

FIG. 7. (Color online) The pT and rapidity dependence of the global
polarization at different collision energies. Open points: STAR
data [6]. Dotted lines: this work.

Next, we study the final-state ⇤ and ⇤̄ spin response to the
vortical quadrupole in the partonic phase as shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 8, we show the distribution of event-averaged Py for
⇤ and ⇤̄ in the rapidity-azimuth (Y -�) plane for Au + Au
collisions at 19.6 and 200 GeV and centrality 20-50%. Corre-
sponding to Fig. 5 in coordinate space, the quadrupole in Py

in momentum space is also clearly seen in Fig. 8. If we focus
on the mid-rapidity region, e.g., |Y | < 1, where the global
OAM contribution could dominate, we find that Py increases
from the in-plane direction to the out-of-plane direction, as
shown in Fig. 9 which is, however, opposite to the experimen-
tal data. We note that similar opposite-to-experiment behav-
ior of Py was also seen in the hydrodynamic simulation [57].
This discrepancy between theoretical calculations and exper-
imental data is very puzzling. One issue that may affect the
azimuthal dependence is that the spin polarization along the
out-of-plane direction may be quenched by the hot medium
which is not taken into account in the theoretical calculations.
We will in future works study this puzzle.

FIG. 8. (Color online) The rapidity-azimuth distribution of the event-
averaged spin polarization of ⇤ and ⇤̄ for Au + Au collisions at 20-
50% centrality range at 19.6 and 200 GeV, respectively.
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measured experimentally. Such an analysis is statistics hungry, and is not fea-
sible with currently available data. With events that are expected to be taken
in 2023-2025, this measurement becomes within experimental reach.

In Fig 1 we present the projected errors of ⇢00 for J/ for various central-
ities, while central values for J/ are set to be 1/3. Note that for the J/ 
measurement, STAR can implement High Tower (HT) triggers with the Barrel
Electromagnetic Calorimeter, like what was done in the past. These triggers will
select an enhanced sample and let STAR take advantage of high luminosity in
2023-2025, even though STAR’s overall DAQ rate is limited. In the estimation
of error, we have assumed that a similar DAQ bandwidth (⇠ 90 Hz) would be
allocated for the J/ data stream as was allocated in the year 2016 and 2011.
What is also shown are preliminary results of ⇢00 for � and K�0, along with
the projected error with an extra ⇠ 10B MB events. It is important to note
that, with extra statistics, the finite global spin alignment of K�0 can be firmly
established and studied di�erentially (currently the integrated significance for
K�0 is at the level of ⇠ 4�).
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Figure 1: ⇢00 as a function of centrality, with projected errors based on ⇠
10 billion events. The central values for J/ are set to be at 1/3 (no spin
alignment), where for � and K�0, the central values for future measurements
are set to be their corresponding values in current preliminary analyses.

The di�erential study of global spin alignment of � and K�0 will also benefit
significantly from extra statistics. At large transverse momentum and forward
rapidity, an anti-quark that combines with an initial polarized quark is created
in the fragmentation process and may carry the information of the initial quark.
This implies that the polarization of anti-quark can be correlated to that of the

2
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η

Figure 54: (Left) Projections (along with preliminary data) for differential measurements of ⇤(⇤̄
polarization over the extend range of pseudorapidity with the iTPC and FTS detectors of STAR
that will help resolve tension between different theoretical model predictions (shown by curves) of
polarization with ⌘. In addition, projections for the measurements of spin-1/2 ⌅ and spin-3/2 ⌦
particles are also shown. (Right) Spin alignment co-efficient ⇢00 as a function of centrality, with
projected errors based on ⇠ 10 billion events. The enhanced statistics Run-23, combined with
the excellent dilepton capabilities of STAR, will enable us to measure J/ alignment along with
increasing the significance of the � and K⇤0 measurements.

of QCD that predict the rapidity (or Bjorken-x) dependence of valance quark and gluon1823

distributions inside colliding nuclei that has been demonstrated by theoretical calculations1824

in Ref. [203,212].1825

Pseudorapidity dependence of global hyperon polarization: The global polariza-1826

tion of hyperons produced in Au+Au collisions has been observed by STAR [20]. The origin1827

of such a phenomenon has hitherto been not fully understood. Several outstanding questions1828

remain. How exactly is the global vorticity dynamically transferred to the fluid-like medium1829

on the rapid time scales of collisions? Then, how does the local thermal vorticity of the1830

fluid gets transferred to the spin angular momentum of the produced particles during the1831

process of hadronization and decay? In order to address these questions one may consider1832

measurement of the polarization of different particles that are produced in different spatial1833

parts of the system, or at different times. A concrete proposal is to: 1) measure the ⇤(⇤̄)1834

polarization as a function of pseudorapidity and 2) measure it for different particles such1835

as ⌦ and ⌅. Both are limited by the current acceptance and statistics available. However,1836

as shown in Fig. 54 with the addition of the iTPC and FTS, and with high statistics data1837

from Run-23 it will be possible to perform such measurements with a reasonable significance.1838

iTPC (+TPC) has excellent PID capability to measure all these hyperons. Although the1839

FTS has no PID capability we can do combinatorial reconstruction of ⇤(⇤̄ candidates via1840

displaced vertices. A similar analysis was performed and published by STAR using the pre-1841

vious FTPC [213]. In order to make a conservative projection we assume similar momentum1842

resolution of 10 � 20% for single charged tracks, similar overall tracking efficiency, charge1843
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Global polarization of Ξ and Ω hyperons in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN= 200 GeV

T. Niida and S. A. Voloshin for the STAR Collaboration
(Dated: October 1, 2020)

Global polarization of Ξ and Ω hyperons has been measured for the first time in Au+Au collisions1

at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The measurements of the Ξ− and Ξ̄+ hyperon polarization have been performed2

by two independent methods, via analysis of the angular distribution of the daughter particles in a3

parity violating weak decay Ξ → Λ + π, as well as by measuring the polarization of the daughter4

Λ-hyperon, polarized via polarization transfer from its parent. The polarization, average over Ξ−
5

and Ξ+, is measured to be ⟨PΞ⟩ = 0.64 ± 0.11 (stat.) ± 0.27 (syst.)% for the collision centrality6

20%-80%. The ⟨PΞ⟩ is found to be slightly larger than the inclusive Λ polarization and in reasonable7

agreement with a multi-phase transport model (AMPT). The ⟨PΞ⟩ is found to follow the centrality8

dependence of the vorticity predicted in the model, increasing toward more peripheral collisions.9

The global polarization of Ω, ⟨PΩ⟩ = 1.11± 0.87 (stat.)± 1.97 (syst.)% was obtained by measuring10

the polarization of daughter Λ in the decay Ω → Λ +K, assuming the polarization transfer factor11

CΩΛ = 1.12

PACS numbers: 25.75.-q, 25.75.Ld

The phenomenon of global polarization in heavy-ion13

collisions arises from the partial conversion of the orbital14

angular momentum of colliding nuclei into the spin an-15

gular momentum of the particles produced in the colli-16

sion [1–3]. As a result, these particles become globally17

polarized along the direction of the initial orbital mo-18

mentum of the nuclei. Global polarization was first ob-19

served by the STAR Collaboration in the beam energy20

scan Au+Au data [4] and was later confirmed, to better21

precision, in the high statistics analysis of the 200 GeV22

data [5]. Assuming local thermal equilibrium, the po-23

larization of the produced particles is determined by the24

local thermal vorticity of the fluid [6]. In the nonrel-25

ativistic limit (for hyperons mH ≫ T , where T is the26

temperature), the polarization of the particles is given27

by [7]:28

P =
⟨s⟩
s

≈ (s+ 1)

3

ω

T
, (1)29

where s is the spin of the particle, ⟨s⟩ is the mean spin30

vector, and ω = 1
2∇×v is the local vorticity of the fluid31

velocity field. Averaged over the entire system volume32

the vorticity direction should coincide with the direction33

of the system orbital momentum.34

Following from Eq. 1, all particles, as well as antipar-35

ticles of the same spin should have the same polariza-36

tion. Difference could arise from effects of the magnetic37

field [7], from the fact that different particles are pro-38

duced at different times or regions as the system freezes39

out [8], or through meson-baryon interactions [9]. There-40

fore, to establish the global nature of the polarization, it41

is important to measure the polarization for different par-42

ticles, and if possible, particles of different spins. Thus43

far, only Λ and Λ̄ polarizations have been measured, and44

they differ by a couple of standard deviations at most,45

with available statistics.46

In this paper we present the first measurements of the47

global polarization of spin s = 1/2 Ξ− and Ξ̄+ hyperons,48

as well as spin s = 3/2 Ω hyperon in Au+Au collisions49

at
√
sNN=200 GeV.50

Hyperon weak decays present the most straightforward51

possibility for measuring the polarization of the produced52

particles [10]. In parity-violating weak decays the daugh-53

ter particle distribution in the rest frame of the hyperon54

directly depends on the hyperon polarization:55

dN

dΩ∗ =
1

4π
(1 + αHP∗

H · p̂∗
B) , (2)56

where αH is the hyperon decay parameter, P∗
H is the57

hyperon polarization, and p̂∗
B is the unit vector in the58

direction of the daughter baryon momentum, both in the59

parent rest frame denoted by an asterisk.60

Ξ− (Ξ̄+) hyperon decay happens in two steps: Ξ− →61

Λ+π− with subsequent decay Λ → p+π−. If Ξ− is polar-62

ized, its polarization is partially transferred to daughter63

Λ. Both steps in such a cascade decay are parity violat-64

ing, and thus can be used for an independent measure-65

ment of the polarization of Ξ− (Ξ̄+).66

The polarization of the daughter baryon in a weak de-67

cay of a spin 1/2 hyperon is described by the Lee-Yang68

formula [11–13] in terms of the three parameters α (parity69

violating part), β (violation of the time reversal symme-70

try), and γ (satisfying α2+β2+ γ = 1). For a particular71

case of Ξ → Λ+ π decay it reads:72

P∗
Λ =

(αΞ +P∗
Ξ · p̂∗

Λ)p̂
∗
Λ + βΞP∗

Ξ × p̂∗
Λ + γΞp̂∗

Λ × (P∗
Ξ × p̂∗

Λ)

1 + αΞP∗
Ξ · p̂∗

Λ

,

(3)73

where p̂∗
Λ is the unit vector of the Λ momentum in the74

Ξ rest frame. Averaging over the angular distribution of75

the Λ in the rest frame of the Ξ given by Eq. 2 yields76

P∗
Λ = CΞ−ΛP

∗
Ξ = 1

3 (1 + 2γΞ)P
∗
Ξ. (4)77

Using the measured value for the γΞ− parameter [13, 14],78

the polarization transfer coefficient for Ξ− to Λ decay is:79

CΞ−Λ = 1
3 (2× 0.89 + 1) = +0.927. (5)80

81

Polarization of daughter Λ in a weak decay of Ξ (spin 1/2): 
(based on Lee-Yang formula)
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20%-80%. The ⟨PΞ⟩ is found to be slightly larger than the inclusive Λ polarization and in reasonable7

agreement with a multi-phase transport model (AMPT). The ⟨PΞ⟩ is found to follow the centrality8

dependence of the vorticity predicted in the model, increasing toward more peripheral collisions.9

The global polarization of Ω, ⟨PΩ⟩ = 1.11± 0.87 (stat.)± 1.97 (syst.)% was obtained by measuring10

the polarization of daughter Λ in the decay Ω → Λ +K, assuming the polarization transfer factor11

CΩΛ = 1.12

PACS numbers: 25.75.-q, 25.75.Ld

The phenomenon of global polarization in heavy-ion13

collisions arises from the partial conversion of the orbital14

angular momentum of colliding nuclei into the spin an-15

gular momentum of the particles produced in the colli-16

sion [1–3]. As a result, these particles become globally17

polarized along the direction of the initial orbital mo-18

mentum of the nuclei. Global polarization was first ob-19

served by the STAR Collaboration in the beam energy20

scan Au+Au data [4] and was later confirmed, to better21

precision, in the high statistics analysis of the 200 GeV22

data [5]. Assuming local thermal equilibrium, the po-23

larization of the produced particles is determined by the24

local thermal vorticity of the fluid [6]. In the nonrel-25

ativistic limit (for hyperons mH ≫ T , where T is the26

temperature), the polarization of the particles is given27

by [7]:28

P =
⟨s⟩
s

≈ (s+ 1)

3

ω

T
, (1)29

where s is the spin of the particle, ⟨s⟩ is the mean spin30

vector, and ω = 1
2∇×v is the local vorticity of the fluid31

velocity field. Averaged over the entire system volume32

the vorticity direction should coincide with the direction33

of the system orbital momentum.34

Following from Eq. 1, all particles, as well as antipar-35

ticles of the same spin should have the same polariza-36

tion. Difference could arise from effects of the magnetic37

field [7], from the fact that different particles are pro-38

duced at different times or regions as the system freezes39

out [8], or through meson-baryon interactions [9]. There-40

fore, to establish the global nature of the polarization, it41

is important to measure the polarization for different par-42

ticles, and if possible, particles of different spins. Thus43

far, only Λ and Λ̄ polarizations have been measured, and44

they differ by a couple of standard deviations at most,45

with available statistics.46

In this paper we present the first measurements of the47

global polarization of spin s = 1/2 Ξ− and Ξ̄+ hyperons,48

as well as spin s = 3/2 Ω hyperon in Au+Au collisions49

at
√
sNN=200 GeV.50

Hyperon weak decays present the most straightforward51

possibility for measuring the polarization of the produced52

particles [10]. In parity-violating weak decays the daugh-53

ter particle distribution in the rest frame of the hyperon54

directly depends on the hyperon polarization:55

dN

dΩ∗ =
1

4π
(1 + αHP∗

H · p̂∗
B) , (2)56

where αH is the hyperon decay parameter, P∗
H is the57

hyperon polarization, and p̂∗
B is the unit vector in the58

direction of the daughter baryon momentum, both in the59

parent rest frame denoted by an asterisk.60

Ξ− (Ξ̄+) hyperon decay happens in two steps: Ξ− →61

Λ+π− with subsequent decay Λ → p+π−. If Ξ− is polar-62

ized, its polarization is partially transferred to daughter63

Λ. Both steps in such a cascade decay are parity violat-64

ing, and thus can be used for an independent measure-65

ment of the polarization of Ξ− (Ξ̄+).66

The polarization of the daughter baryon in a weak de-67

cay of a spin 1/2 hyperon is described by the Lee-Yang68

formula [11–13] in terms of the three parameters α (parity69

violating part), β (violation of the time reversal symme-70

try), and γ (satisfying α2+β2+ γ = 1). For a particular71

case of Ξ → Λ+ π decay it reads:72

P∗
Λ =

(αΞ +P∗
Ξ · p̂∗

Λ)p̂
∗
Λ + βΞP∗

Ξ × p̂∗
Λ + γΞp̂∗

Λ × (P∗
Ξ × p̂∗

Λ)

1 + αΞP∗
Ξ · p̂∗

Λ

,

(3)73

where p̂∗
Λ is the unit vector of the Λ momentum in the74

Ξ rest frame. Averaging over the angular distribution of75

the Λ in the rest frame of the Ξ given by Eq. 2 yields76

P∗
Λ = CΞ−ΛP

∗
Ξ = 1

3 (1 + 2γΞ)P
∗
Ξ. (4)77

Using the measured value for the γΞ− parameter [13, 14],78

the polarization transfer coefficient for Ξ− to Λ decay is:79

CΞ−Λ = 1
3 (2× 0.89 + 1) = +0.927. (5)80

81

C⌅�⇤ = +0.927, ↵2 + �2 + �2 = 1
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Similarly, daughter Λ polarization from Ω (spin 3/2):

2

The polarization of the daughter baryon in a two par-82

ticle decay of spin 3/2 hyperon, Ω → Λ + K, is also83

described by three parameters αΩ, βΩ, and γΩ [15]. The84

decay parameter αΩ, determines the angular distribution85

of Λ in the Ω rest frame and is measured to be small [14]:86

αΩ = 0.0157±0.0021; this makes the Ω polarization mea-87

surement via analysis of the daughter Λ angular distribu-88

tion practically impossible. The polarization transfer in89

this case is determined by the γΩ parameter via [15–17]:90

P∗
Λ = CΩ−ΛP

∗
Ω = 1

5 (1 + 4γΩ)P
∗
Ω. (6)91

The time-reversal violation parameter βΩ is expected to92

be small. This combined with the constraint that α2 +93

β2 + γ2 = 1, limits unmeasured parameter γΩ ≈ ±1,94

resulting in a polarization transfer CΩ−Λ ≈ 1 or CΩ−Λ ≈95

−0.6.96

Our analysis is based on the data of Au+Au collisions97

at
√
sNN = 200 GeV collected in 2010, 2011, 2014, and98

2016 by the STAR detector. Charged-particle tracks were99

measured in the time projection chamber (TPC) [18],100

which covers the full azimuth and a pseudorapidity range101

of |η| < 1. The collision vertices were reconstructed using102

the measured charged-particle tracks and were required103

to be within 30 cm in the beam direction for the 2010104

and 2011 datasets. The narrower vertex selection to be105

within 6 cm was applied in the 2014 and 2016 data due to106

online trigger requirement for the Heavy Flavor Tracker107

installed prior to 2014 data taking. The vertex in the108

radial direction relative to the beam center was also re-109

quired to be within 2 cm. Additionally, the difference in110

the vertex positions along the beam direction from the111

vertex position detectors (VPD) [19] located at forward112

and backward pseudorapidities (4.24 < |η| < 5.1) was re-113

quired to be less than 3 cm to suppress pileup events in114

which more than one heavy-ion collision occurred. These115

selection criteria yielded about 180 (350) million mini-116

mum bias (MB) events for the 2010 (2011) dataset, 1117

billion MB events for the 2014 dataset, and 1.5 billion118

MB events for the 2016 dataset. The MB trigger re-119

quires hits of both VPDs and the zero-degree calorimeters120

(ZDCs) [20], which detect spectator neutrons in |η| > 6.3,121

within certain timing cut for both detectors. The colli-122

sion centrality was determined from the measured multi-123

plicity of charged particles within |η| < 0.5 and a Monte-124

Carlo Glauber simulation [21, 22].125

The first-harmonic event plane angle Ψ1 as an exper-126

imental estimate of the impact parameter direction was127

determined by measuring the neutron spectator deflec-128

tion [23] in the ZDCs equipped with Shower Maximum129

Detectors (SMD) [24]. The event plane resolution [25] is130

largest (∼41%) for collisions with 30%-40% centrality in131

the 2014 and 2016 datasets and is increased by 4% for132

the 2010 and 2011 datasets [5].133

The parent Ξ− (Ξ̄+), Ω− (Ω̄+), and their daughter134

Λ (Λ̄) were reconstructed utilizing the decay channels135

of Ξ− → Λπ− (99.887%), Ω− → ΛK− (67.8%), and136
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Invariant mass distributions of Ξ−

(Ξ̄+) and Ω− (Ω̄+) for 20%-80% centrality in Au+Au colli-
sions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV taken in 2014. Vertical dashed

lines indicate three standard deviations (3σ) from the peak
positions assuming a normal distribution.

Λ → pπ− (63.9%), where the numbers in parenthesis137

indicate the corresponding branching ratio of the de-138

cays [26]. Charged pions (kaons) and protons of the139

daughter particles were identified based on the ioniza-140

tion energy loss in the TPC gas, and the timing informa-141

tion measured by the Time-Of-Flight detector[27]. Re-142

construction of Ξ− (Ξ̄+), Ω− (Ω̄+), and Λ (Λ̄) was per-143

formed based on the Kalman Filter method developed for144

the CBM and ALICE experiments [28–30], which utilizes145

the quality of the track fit as well as the decay topology.146

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass distributions for recon-147

structed Ξ− (Ξ̄+) and Ω− (Ω̄+) for 20%-80% centrality.148

The purities for this centrality bin are higher than 90%149

for both species. The significance with the Kalman Filter150

method is found to be increased by ∼ 30% for Ξ com-151

pared to the traditional identification method based on152

the decay topology (e.g. see Refs. [5, 31]). The hyperon153

candidates were also ensured not to share their daughters154

and granddaughters with other particles of interest.155

The polarization projected along the initial angular156

momentum direction Ĵ can be defined as [32]:157

PH = ⟨P∗
H · Ĵ ⟩ = 8

παH

⟨sin(Ψobs
1 − φ∗

B)⟩
Res(Ψ1)

, (7)158

where αH is the hyperon decay parameter and φ∗
B is the159

azimuthal angle of the daughter baryon in the parent160

hyperon rest frame. The Ψobs
1 is a measured first-order161

event plane and Res(Ψ1) is the event plane resolution.162

The extraction of ⟨sin(Ψobs
1 − φ∗)⟩ was performed in the163

same way as in our previous studies [4, 5]. The decay164

parameters of Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− have been recently updated165

by the Particle Data Group [26] and the latest values are166

used in this analysis; αΛ = 0.732±0.014, αΞ = −0.401±167

0.010, and αΩ = 0.0157 ± 0.0021. In case of the Ξ and168

Ω hyperon polarization measurements via measurements169

of the daughter Λ polarization, the polarization transfer170

factor CΞΛ(ΩΛ), Eqs. 4 and 6, is used to obtain the parent171

γΩ is unknown. 
Time-reversal violation parameter β would be small, 
the polarization transfer CΩΛ would be: 

C⌦⇤ ⇡ +1 or� 0.6
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Several questions arise: 
- What about for different spin and magnetic moments? 
- Should Λ from Ξ have different polarization? 
   if Ξ is produced at different time? 
- What is the polarization transfer of Ω? 
- PΞ* and daughter PΛ* are measured in different frames. 
Are they different?

Also, measuring Ξ and Ω are very challenging in terms of  
statistics…

↵⇤ = 0.732, ↵⌅� = �0.401, ↵⌦� = 0.0157
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 Global polarization of Λ has been observed at √sNN = 7.7-200 GeV 
 Most vortical fluid (ω~1021 s-1) created in heavy-ion collisions 
 Energy dependence, increasing in lower √sNN, is captured well by theoretical models 
 Λ-antiΛ splitting is not significant 
 Azimuthal angle dependence is not fully understood yet 

 Global spin alignment shows larger deviation from 1/3 
φ meson field may explain this large deviation? 
 Different trend between RHIC and LHC φ or between φ and K* at RHIC 

 Polarization along the beam direction has been observed at √sNN = 200 GeV 
 Qualitatively consistent with a picture of the elliptic flow  
 Agreement/disagreement among the data and theoretical calculations in the sign

There are still many open questions and more precise data are needed.
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Blast-wave model parameterization

• Hydro-inspired model parameterized with freeze-out condition 
assuming the longitudinal boost invariance 

- Freeze-out temperature Tf 
- Radial flow rapidity ρ0 and its modulation ρ2 

- Source size Rx and Ry
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rameters, it is clearly a toy model with little predictive
power. However, the goal is to see whether a consistent de-
scription of the data from the soft sector at RHIC is possible
within a simple boost-invariant model with transverse collec-
tive flow. If this turns out to be the case, then it is worthwhile
considering that the parameter values indeed characterize the
size, shape, time scales, temperature, and flow strengths of
the freeze-out configuration. A consistent parametrization in
terms of such physical quantities represents a true step for-
ward and provides valuable feedback to theorists construct-
ing physical models of the collision.

B. Parameters and quantities in the blast wave

The eight parameters of the blast-wave parametrization
described in this paper are T , !0 , !2 , Ry , Rx , as , "0, and
#"; their physical meaning is given below.
The freeze-out distribution is infinite in the beam !z" di-

rection and elliptical in the transverse !x-y" plane. (The x-z
plane is the reaction plane.) The transverse shape is con-
trolled by the radii Ry and Rx, and the spatial weighting of
source elements is given by

$!r,%s" =$!r̃" =
1

1 + e!r̃−1"/as
, !1"

where a fixed value of the “normalized elliptical radius,”

r̃!r,%s" #$%r cos!%s"&2

Rx
2 +

%r sin!%s"&2

Ry
2 , !2"

corresponds to a given elliptical subshell within the solid
volume of the freeze-out distribution.
The parameter as corresponds to a surface diffuseness of

the emission source. As shown in Fig. 1, a hard edge (“box
profile”) may be assumed by setting as=0, while the density

profile approximates a Gaussian shape for as'0.3.
It should be noted that the weighting function $!r ,%s" is

not, in general, the source density distribution. In particular,
as we discuss especially in Secs. III C and III D, nonzero
collective flow induces space-momentum correlations which
dominate the spatial source density distributions. Only for a
system without flow (!0=!2=0; see below) is the source dis-
tribution given by $, so that, e.g., for as=0, there is a uni-
form density of sources !d2N /dxdy=const" inside the ellipse
defined by Ry and Rx, and no sources outside.
The momentum spectrum of particles emitted from a

source element at !x ,y ,z" is given by a fixed temperature T
describing the thermal kinetic motion, boosted by a trans-
verse rapidity !!x ,y". This is common in models of this type.
However, unlike transversely isotropic parametrizations, the
azimuthal direction of the boost (denoted %b) is not neces-
sarily identical to the spatial azimuthal angle %s=tan−1!y /x".
Instead, in our model, the boost is perpendicular to the ellip-
tical subshell on which the source element is found; see Fig.
2. We believe this to be a more natural extension of an “out-
ward” boost for nonisotropic source distributions than that
used by Heinz and Wong [41], who used an anisotropic
shape but always assumed radial boost direction !%b=%s". It
may be shown that, for our model,

tan!%s" = (RyRx)
2
tan!%b" . !3"

Hydrodynamical calculations for central collisions (i.e.,
azimuthally isotropic freezeout distribution) suggest that the
flow rapidity boost depends linearly on the freeze-out radius
[24]. We assume a similar scenario, but in our more gener-
alized parametrization, the boost strength depends linearly
on the normalized elliptical radius r̃ defined in Eq. (2). Thus,
in the absence of an azimuthal dependence of the flow (to be
introduced shortly), all source elements on the outer edge of
the source boost with the same (maximum) transverse rapid-
ity !0 in an “outward” direction.
In noncentral collisions, the strength of the flow boost

itself may depend on azimuthal angle, as suggested by

FIG. 1. (Color online) The source weighting function $ as a
function of the normalized elliptical radius r̃ for several values of
the surface diffuseness parameter as.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of an elliptical subshell of the
source. Here, the source is extended out of the reaction plane
!Ry& Rx". Arrows represent the direction and magnitude of the flow
boost. In this example, !2& 0 [see Eq. (4)].
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⇢(r,�s) = r̃[⇢0 + ⇢2 cos(2�b)]

r̃(r,�s) =
q

(r cos�s)2/R2
x + (r sin�s)2/R2
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• Calculate vorticity at the freeze-out using the parameters  
extracted from spectra, v2, and HBT fit 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The second Fourier sine coefficient of
the longitudinal polarization of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons as a func-
tion of pT for 20%-60% centrality bin in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV. Open boxes show the systematic uncer-

tainties. Magenta dashed line shows the hydrodynamic model
calculation [14] scaled by 0.2. Solid and dot-dashed lines with
the bands shows the blast-wave model calculations.

In order to estimate the contribution from the kine-244

matic vorticity, we employed the blast-wave model245

(BW) [28–30]. Following [30] we parameterize the system246

velocity field at freeze-out with temperature T and maxi-247

mal radial expansion rapidity ρ0 and its azimuthal modu-248

lation ρ2 (ρ = r̃[ρ0+ρ2 cos(2φs)] with r̃ being the relative249

distance to the edge of the source). The source is assumed250

to be elliptical in the transverse plane parametrized by251

Ry and Rx radii. Boost invariance is assumed. Two fits252

to the data are performed: in one only spectra and el-253

liptic flow are fit; the second fit [31] also includes the254

HBT radii dependence on the azimuthal angle. The av-255

erage longitudinal vorticity is calculated according to the256

following formula:257

⟨ωz sin(2φ)⟩ =
!
dφs

!
rdr I2(αt)K1(βt)ωz sin(2φb)!
dφs

!
rdr I0(αt)K1(βt)

(5)258

ωz =
1

2

"
∂uy

∂x
− ∂ux

∂y

#
, (6)259

where the integration is over the transverse cross-260

sectional area of the source, uµ is a four-vector of the261

local flow velocity [30], φs is the azimuth of the produc-262

tion point, φb defines the direction of the local velocity,263

αt = pT /T sinh ρ, βt = mT /T cosh ρ; In and K1 are264

the modified Bessel functions. Assuming a local thermal265

equilibrium, the longitudinal component of the polariza-266

tion is estimated as Pz ≈ ωz/(2T ). See Ref. [32] for more267

details.268

The BW calculations are compared to the data in269

Figs. 2 and 3. In central to mid-central collisions, the270

both BW calculations show a positive sine modulation271

as observed in the data and their magnitudes are com-272

parable to the data, although the BW model is based on273

a very simple picture of the freeze-out condition. It was274

shown in Ref. [13] that the vorticity in the BW model has275

the effects of the velocity field anisotropy (ρ2/ρ0) and the276

spacial source anisotropy (Ry/Rx) contributing with op-277

posite signs, which can explain a strong sensitivity of the278

BW model predictions in the peripheral collisions to the279

detail of the fit – including the HBT radii or not.280

In conclusions, we have presented the first measure-281

ments of longitudinal component of the polarization for282

Λ and Λ̄ hyperons in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200283

GeV. Finite signals of a quadrupole modulation of both284

Λ and Λ̄ polarization along the beam direction was ob-285

served and qualitatively consistent with the expectation286

from the vorticity component along the beam direction287

due to the elliptic flow. Results exhibit a strong cen-288

trality dependence with magnitude increasing in more289

peripheral collisions. No significant pT dependence is ob-290

served above pT > 1 GeV/c and a hint of drop-off at291

pT < 1 GeV/c. The data were compared to the hydro-292

dynamic model and AMPT model, both of which show293

the opposite phase of the modulation and over predict294

the magnitude of the polarization. This might indicate295

incomplete thermal equilibration of the angular degrees296

of freedom for the beam direction component of the vor-297

ticity/polarization, as it develops later in time compared298

to the global polarization. On the other hand the blast-299

wave model calculations are much closer to the data, in300

particular if in the BW model fit one includes the az-301

imuthally sensitive HBT results along with pT spectra302

and v2. The blast-wave model predicts the correct phase303

of Pz modulation and a similar pT dependence; the ver-304

sion with HBT radii included in the fit also reasonablely305

describe the centrality dependence. These results provide306

the information on the role of the vorticity in heavy-ion307

collisions. Further theoretical and experimental studies308

are needed for better understanding.309
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Figure 6. The collective velocity of the source element at angle �s at the
surface is along the boost angle �b, perpendicular to the surface described
by Eq. 9. The boost velocity is given by Eq. 10.

notated as ⇢0, amplitude of azimuthal modulation in expansion velocity, noted below as b, and the
spatial anisotropy parameter a. The source (see Fig. 6) is then described by the following equations:

rmax = R[1 � a cos(2�s)], (9)

⇢t = ⇢t,max[r/rmax(�s)][1 + b cos(2�s)] ⇡ ⇢t,max(r/R)[1 + (a + b) cos(2�s)]. (10)

It is assumed that the collective velocity of the source element located at azimuthal angle �s is boosted
with velocity ⇢t perpendicular to the surface of the ellipse similar to that of Eq. 9. Assuming that
a ⌧ 1, b ⌧ 1, the di↵erence �s � �b ⇡ 2a sin(2�s) and the vorticity:

!z = 1/2(r ⇥ v)z ⇡ (⇢t,nmax/R) sin(n�s)[bn � an]. (11)

The estimates above should be valid for anisotropic flow of any harmonics - which is the reason we
have changed in Eq. 11 the harmonic order from 2 to n. It is obviously quite a rough approximation
(which in principle can be improved) as it leads to a discontinuity at the origin. It provides the
following estimate for the hyperon polarization:

Pz ⇡ !z/(2T ) ⇡ 0.1 sin(n�s)[bn � an], (12)

where we assumed that ⇢t,nmax ⇠ 1, R ⇡ 10 fm, and T ⇡ 100 MeV. In practice, the coe�cients bn

and an are both of the order of a few percent, often close to each other. That results in the values for
z-polarization not greater than a few per-mill, almost an order of magnitude lower than obtained in
hydrodynamics calculations [7, 13].

The measurements of the z component of polarization could be relatively simple as they do not
require the knowledge of the first harmonic event plane. The acceptance e↵ects should be also readily
accounted for requiring that the z component of the polarization averaged over all azimuthal angles to
be zero.

We note that vorticity fields due the anisotropic flow are formed closer to the freeze-out, unlike
the ones due to the “shear” in the initial velocity fields (as shown in Fig 1). Having in mind the finite
relaxation time for establishing the equilibrium the relation between these two vorticities and the final
polarizations can be di↵erent.

Finally, we mention another very interesting possibility for vorticity studies in asymmetric nuclear
collisions such as Cu+Au. For relatively central collisions, when during the collision a smaller nucleus
is fully “absorbed” by the larger one (e.g. such collisions can be selected by requiring no signal in the
zero degree calorimeter in the lighter nucleus beam direction), one can easily imagine a configuration
with toroidal velocity field, and as a consequence, a vorticity field in the form of a circle. The direction
of the polarization in such a case would be given by p̂T ⇥ ẑ, where p̂T and ẑ are the unit vectors along
the particle transverse momentum and the (lighter nucleus) beam direction.
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surface is along the boost angle �b, perpendicular to the surface described
by Eq. 9. The boost velocity is given by Eq. 10.

notated as ⇢0, amplitude of azimuthal modulation in expansion velocity, noted below as b, and the
spatial anisotropy parameter a. The source (see Fig. 6) is then described by the following equations:

rmax = R[1 � a cos(2�s)], (9)

⇢t = ⇢t,max[r/rmax(�s)][1 + b cos(2�s)] ⇡ ⇢t,max(r/R)[1 + (a + b) cos(2�s)]. (10)

It is assumed that the collective velocity of the source element located at azimuthal angle �s is boosted
with velocity ⇢t perpendicular to the surface of the ellipse similar to that of Eq. 9. Assuming that
a ⌧ 1, b ⌧ 1, the di↵erence �s � �b ⇡ 2a sin(2�s) and the vorticity:

!z = 1/2(r ⇥ v)z ⇡ (⇢t,nmax/R) sin(n�s)[bn � an]. (11)

The estimates above should be valid for anisotropic flow of any harmonics - which is the reason we
have changed in Eq. 11 the harmonic order from 2 to n. It is obviously quite a rough approximation
(which in principle can be improved) as it leads to a discontinuity at the origin. It provides the
following estimate for the hyperon polarization:

Pz ⇡ !z/(2T ) ⇡ 0.1 sin(n�s)[bn � an], (12)

where we assumed that ⇢t,nmax ⇠ 1, R ⇡ 10 fm, and T ⇡ 100 MeV. In practice, the coe�cients bn

and an are both of the order of a few percent, often close to each other. That results in the values for
z-polarization not greater than a few per-mill, almost an order of magnitude lower than obtained in
hydrodynamics calculations [7, 13].

The measurements of the z component of polarization could be relatively simple as they do not
require the knowledge of the first harmonic event plane. The acceptance e↵ects should be also readily
accounted for requiring that the z component of the polarization averaged over all azimuthal angles to
be zero.

We note that vorticity fields due the anisotropic flow are formed closer to the freeze-out, unlike
the ones due to the “shear” in the initial velocity fields (as shown in Fig 1). Having in mind the finite
relaxation time for establishing the equilibrium the relation between these two vorticities and the final
polarizations can be di↵erent.

Finally, we mention another very interesting possibility for vorticity studies in asymmetric nuclear
collisions such as Cu+Au. For relatively central collisions, when during the collision a smaller nucleus
is fully “absorbed” by the larger one (e.g. such collisions can be selected by requiring no signal in the
zero degree calorimeter in the lighter nucleus beam direction), one can easily imagine a configuration
with toroidal velocity field, and as a consequence, a vorticity field in the form of a circle. The direction
of the polarization in such a case would be given by p̂T ⇥ ẑ, where p̂T and ẑ are the unit vectors along
the particle transverse momentum and the (lighter nucleus) beam direction.

Sine modulation of ωz is expected with the factor (bn-an). 
The sign could be negative depending on the relation of flow and spatial anisotropy.
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R: reference source radius 
ρt: transverse flow velocity
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